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1 Executive Summary 

Open government data are provided online by diverse technical specifications ranging from plain HTML and data 

dumps to complicated APIs with live updates. Therefore, custom data harvesters should be developed in order 

to create continuous data flows. This approach requires large high-skilled efforts with low scalability to third 

sources, but it is actually the only way to kick-off a virtuous creation cycle. The resulted data outflows are the 

main productive factors for the following parts of a data value chain. YDS data harvesters are organised per pilot 

source and provide the initial data input for the YDS model and platform.      
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2 Introduction  

 Purpose and Scope 
In this report a set of harvesters, which are responsible for performing the task of data and metadata extraction 

from the registered catalogues, is presented. The developed harvesters perform the collection of data both from 

dynamically updated APIs and HTML pages and data repositories and include the associated validators that are 

employed for assessing the quality of harvested data, cleaning data, and validating them according to the data 

model requirements.  

 

 Approach for Work Package and Relation to other Work Packages and 

Deliverables 
 

The primary focus of the third Work Package is data collection, management, storage, and provision to other 

components of YDS through effective programming services and interfaces. The relevant technologies can be 

indexed in four main layers: 

 

1) Harvesters, which acquire data from open data sources and the social Web. 

2) Validators, assessing the quality of harvested data, cleaning data, and validating them according to the 

data model requirements. 

3) Ontology population and alignment, where diverse data sources are aligned, cross-linked, and 

transformed to use a common vocabulary, ultimately becoming part of a unifying data model. 

4) Data storage and querying, where data are accumulated in a data store, which provides retrieval and 

management through suitable semantic interfaces (such as SPARQL queries). 

 

In particular, the first layer provides a set of computer programs and methodologies for harvesting data in order 

to enable data enrichment and analysis within the YDS platform.  Data harvesters are the sources of information 

that kick-off the creative cycle of data-driven study and action.  

   

 Methodology and Structure of the Deliverable  

The outcome of this task includes the description of the data source, the harvesting process and the employed 

technologies. Data harvesters are presented per pilot. Details about the main components of the harvesting 

applications are described in the relevant appendices and the Github repository.     

The report is structured as follows. The next section refers to the data harvesters developed for Pilot 1. Section 

4 describes data sources and applications created for collecting data in Pilot 2. Section 5 presents data sources 

and harvesters associated to Pilot 3. Section 6 concludes and discusses next steps and the final section includes 

details on the developed applications.  
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3 Pilot 1: Follow Public Money 

 Introduction 
Often, information about public projects resides in not connected systems owned by different ministries and 

public agencies. In the case of Greece, this information can be mainly found in the form of open data in two 

systems: (1) NSRF portal (anaptyxi.gov.gr is based on MIS Ergorama - ΕΡΓΟΡΑΜΑ in Greek-) and (2) Greek 

Transparency Portal (Diavgeia).   

In particular, the NSRF portal presents project-based information such as the title, budget, completion rate, 

related subprojects and the involved public and private organisations of a specific project.  

The Diavgeia dataset has been designed to be organisation-based in the sense that every public organisation has 

to publish all its administrative decisions. Thus, data and metadata are basically organised in decision types fitted 

to the full set of public organisations and their procedures within the Greek public administration.    

Despite the fact that any administrative decision related to NSRF projects must be uploaded and distributed 

through the Diavgeia website, practically, this cannot be validated in project base because there is not a unique 

identifier (e.g. MIS project code) to interconnect NSRF data to Diavgeia decisions.  

The developed harvesters in the first part of Pilot 1 attempt to bridge this gap between NSRF and Diavgeia data. 

The harvesting process can be divided into the following steps: 

 

1. A set of 20 interesting public projects have been manually selected (project set) 

2. Data related to the project set collected from the official NSRF website (NSRF project harvester) 

3. Data related to the project set (involved Buyers & Sellers financial decisions) are collected from the 

Diavgeia Open Data API (Diavgeia general harvester) 

4. Data related to the project set (administrative decisions related to the project’s & subproject’s title and 

Sellers) are collected from the Diavgeia Open Data API (Diavgeia project-based harvester) 

 

Consequently, collected data are been validated (e.g. VAT id), aligned, interlinked and published as linked open 

data.  

The selection process in step 1 has considered the budget amount and geographical diaspora of construction 

works across the country. The overall approach can be scaled for potentially all the NSRF projects.   

The rest of the section is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the NSRF project harvester and section 3.3 

presents the collecting process of the two Diavgeia harvesters.  

 

 The NSRF project harvester 
This application is downloading all the available information for a selected set of projects that are financed by 

the NSRF (National Strategic Reference Framework) 2007–2013 (ESPA in Greek). The information is taken from 

the official NSRF monitoring portal for Greece, (anaptyxi.gov.gr) which is maintained by the Greek Ministry for 

Development and Competitiveness (Picture 1). 
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Picture 1: anaptyxi.gov.gr is the official portal for distributing the progress report of the NSRF (National Strategic 

Reference Framework) 2007–2013 in Greece 

 

The process of finding this information is not an easy task and especially on a larger scale for many of the included 

projects, so an automated extractor of the given data was necessary. Instead of using the search engine of the 

site, a direct link is been used, with the MIS code (based on the official project encoding system of the 

government) of each project. This brings up a window with multiple tabs each containing different type of data, 

as can be seen from Picture 2. On the webpage, even though it was built as a dual language site (English/Greek), 

the English translation of the content is only done on the title and the metadata and not on the full range of 

provided information. Greek to English translation for project data will be completed as part of this project in 

another stage. These are read and saved to a CSV (text) file and copied to a Database. 

The webpage is constructed by a plain HTML, but the size and complexity of it, is making it hard to harvest in a 
proper manner. For that reason a third party library (ui4J) was used to scan the HTML code and to identify each 
block of data. 

 

  Picture 2: data for NSRF projects are presented in different tabs 
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The information stored on the database is split into ten tables, each containing data from different parts of the 

page. 

The application is using the ui4J library, (the .jar can be found in the Espa_DB folder), that helped to locate the 

part of the code for each of the individual items. With the help of the web browser's debugging mode, it became 

possible to identify the name of the HTML tag used for each item. 

For example the main tab of the page, titled Review, has a description of the project and a table with a list of 

important information about the project and the project status. Using the browser debugger it was possible to 

identify the code for this table as shown in the following screenshot:  

 

 

 

 

 

Get the table using this command 
element= 

document.query("#dnn_ctr521_View_normalEpiskopisi"); 
Get all rows of the table 

List<Element> rows = element.queryAll("tr");  

 
Get the cells of each row 

List<Element> cells = row.queryAll("td"); 

 

<table id="dnn_ctr521_View_normalEpiskopisi"> 

    <tbody> 

        <tr id="dnn_ctr521_View_Tr1"> 
            <td class="stoixeiaLabels"> 

                 <span id= 

                 "dnn_ctr521_View_lblCostErgou"> 
                       Public Expenditure Budget 

                </span> 

            </td> 
            <td class="stoixeia"> 

                <span id= 

                 "dnn_ctr521_View_txtCostErgou"  
      class="stoixeiaValues"> 

                    5.018.891 € 

                </span> 
            </td> 

        </tr> 

        <tr id="dnn_ctr521_View_Tr2"> 
            <td class="stoixeiaLabels"> 

                <span id= 

                 "dnn_ctr521_View_lblPliromes"> 
                    Payments 

                </span> 

            </td> 
            <td class="stoixeia"> 

                <span id= 
                "dnn_ctr521_View_txtPliromes"  

                 class="stoixeiaValues"> 

                    3.265.147 € 
                </span> 

            </td> 

        </tr> 
        <tr 

…... 

</table> 
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3.2.1 Harvesting and storing the data 

3.2.1.1 Process flows 

As it was described in previous sections the process of harvesting NSRF data through the Web is complicated and 

collected data are stored in a database. Thus, a series of descriptive flowcharts are presented in order to analyze 

the application in a simplified but yet compact way.    

Diagram 2 is presenting the general flow of the program, without the details, where Diagram 1 shows a step-by-

step approach of the reading and inserting process. Diagram 3 and Diagram 4 are presenting in detail the 

harvesting process of two items from the webpage (Reading the Overview tab, and Reading the Involved 

Institution tab, respectively). In conclusion, Diagram 5 and Diagram 6 show the transfer of the harvested data to 

the database, for the Proposal_Body and the tables Overview. The rest of the harvesting and insertion 

procedures follow the same pattern as the aforementioned. 
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Diagram 2: the general overview flowchart 

Diagram 1: reading and writing flowchart 
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Reading the overview tab has the singularity that being the first tab to be read, there should be a check whether 

or not the page is fully loaded. This is done at the beginning of the method, where the title is being read. If there 

is no item with the title, the method will catch an exception where a counter is increased and wait for a number 

of seconds. Next time around, if the title is still not visible, the waiting time will double until this procedure is 

done five times. After that, the program will inform the user and terminate. After that it is just a matter of passing 

the right parameters of the HTML tags and reading the content of the page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a different method for extracting the data of each tab on the web page, except for tab called “Involved 

Institutions”. This tab has a table that is divided into smaller sub-tables, containing the same information for 

different institutions that are involved in the project. For this reason there is only one method that the name of 

the sub-table is been parsed, that works for all of them. This method is: 

  

Diagram 3: reading the Overview tab 
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public static List<String> getInvolvedInstitutes(Element element). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After harvesting, the data is stored in local variables (an ArrayList for each), which are passed to the database. 

On every method that executes the insertions the list and the project code are passed as parameters. This is 

needed in order to get access to the values of the foreign keys. 

The UpdateProposalBody method inserts the information of the body/institution that is the beneficiary of a NSRF 

project. If the institution is already in the database, the insertion will not take place, however there is going to 

be a check on the values stored in the database, in case something is changed, for example the name of the 

representative, in which case an overwrite of the data will take place. 

 

 

Diagram 4: reading the Involved institutes tab 
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The table overview holds all the main information of the project. If these values change it means that important 

information has been added in the project data. For that reason the method inserts the data in case any 

information is different than the one saved in the database. The ‘date’ column is preserving the integrity of the 

data, since all information that follows will be linked to the id of the new record, even though it is practically the 

same project as the one already in the database. 

  

Diagram 5: update the Proposal_Body table of the database 
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When all items are scanned, the data is copied to local variables. These variables are then moved to the database 

in such a way that is easier to RDFise them and get unique results from a ‘select’ statement. In the first release 

of the application, no database was used to store the data. However, during the process of creating the RDF files 

it was noticed that creating them from a text file was problematic. As result of this, including the database 

changed the application design. Even then, it was made clear that one table for each of the harvested tabs cannot 

work well. In many cases no unique records could be created because some sub-projects have more than one 

seller, and a seller is in more than one subprojects. This led the design of the database to use a new table that 

would connect the sub-projects of a project with the sellers. 

 

Diagram 6: update the Overview table of the database 
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3.2.1.2 The database 

Actually, this was the first schema of the sub-project connection to the Overview table (Diagram 7). Every project 

had a connection with the Sub-Projects table for each sub-project on the list. A single seller though, might be 

working on several sub-projects of different projects. This was causing many repeated values, since the same 

seller of two sub-projects would have two records in that table. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The initial schema was updated to the next version, where each seller, taking part in one or even more sub-

projects, has a record of its own on the Sellers table which is connected to the Sub-Projects table through the 

Projects_Sellers table with a one-to-one connection (Diagram 8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 7: sellers and sub-projects modeling in the first version of the database 
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Diagram 8: sellers and sub-projects modeling in the final database version 
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The overall database schema is given by Diagram 9. 

 

 

 

Diagram 9: the overall database schema of the NSRF harvester 
 

The table (Overview) is storing all the major project information. Each of the other tables has different parts of 

the data shown on the webpage. Details on the database tables are provided on 7.1 Appendix I. 

 

3.2.2 The updating process 

The application is designed in such a way that the data can be harvested multiple times. There is a date field in 

the Overview table, that identifies the date that the harvest took place. The repetition of the harvests is going to 

be likely monthly or earlier. 

Another issue related to updates is data consistency. There is a chance that some information in the involved 

Institutions tables (i.e. Operation_Body, Implementation_Body, Administration_Body, Funding_Body and 

Funding_Body) will change over time. For example the representative of a Funding body is retired and someone 

else takes its place. If the information on the webpage is changed, it would cause a different record to be created 

in the database, since it would consider it as a new record. In such a case, if the title is the same, but some other 

information is changed the application will update the existing record with the same name, rather than creating 

a new record. 
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As an example, assume the following Funding body: 

 

NAME  LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE  ADDRESS 

REGION OF CRETE  ARNAOUTAKIS STAVROS  KOUNTOURIOTI Sqr. 

 

If the representative of this body is changed it is not necessary to create a different record for the same body, so 

an update will take effect and keep the same record with just the representative's name changed. 

 

3.2.3 Technologies 

The application is a Java program, written in Eclipse, using Maven to download the necessary libraries. If Maven 

cannot be used the libraries are installed in a folder inside the project. In any way, the executable file (jar) has all 

the necessary libraries embedded, thus it can be executed without any outside interference. The libraries used 

are: 

 

 MySql connector, it creates a connection with a MySql Database 

 javax.mail, it allows the application to sent email notifications 

 ui4j, it is a web automation tool 

 openjfx-monocle provides “windowsing” functionality that is needed by the ui4j library. 

 

In addition, a MySql database, either local or remote, is needed, with created tables as mentioned in the previous 

chapter. 

 

3.2.4 How to execute the application 

The application is a Java executable (jar) file. It needs the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) installed, Version 8 or 

newer1.  

The application was designed in such a matter that it needs a list of project codes (MIS codes) to work. The list 

should be saved in a text file, having each code on a separate line. 

Apart from the list of codes, the application needs the following input in order to work. 

 

 The downloading directory, the path where the user wants to save the files 

 The email notification settings, a file containing the username, password and a recipient’s addresses, 

which will be used to automatically send emails on errors and on successfully completing the process. 

 The Database settings file, a file containing the connection settings for the database 

 

The command to execute the application is: 

java -jar EspaProjects.jar [list with codes] [download directory] [email settings file] [Database settings file]  

 

                                                           
1 This can be found on the Oracle website at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jre8-downloads-
2133155.html  

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jre8-downloads-2133155.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jre8-downloads-2133155.html
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If no email settings file is supplied, the application will carry on, but no notification will be sent. It will try to 

create a log file on the parent directory of the download directory and insert there all the notifications that might 

arise. 

If any other parameter is missed, the application will terminate and, if possible, try to write to the log file. 

The output files are stores in the following format: 

[Download directory]/[project code]/[day]-[month]-[year]-[code].csv. 

The source code (an Eclipse Java project using Maven) can be found at 

https://github.com/YourDataStories/pilot1-NSRFHarvester.  

 

 The Greek Transparency Portal (Diavgeia) harvester 

3.3.1 Short description 

Beginning October 1st, 2010, all Greek government institutions are obliged to upload their acts and decisions to 

the Web with special attention to issues of national security and sensitive personal data. Each document is 

digitally signed and assigned a unique Internet Uploading Number (IUN) certifying that the decision has been 

uploaded to the “Transparency Portal” (called “Diavgeia” in Greek). Following MAREG’s latest legislative initiative 

(Law 4210/2013), administrative acts and decisions are not valid unless published online.  

Public authorities adopted the Program in three phases: Ministries in October 2010, Extended Public Sector and 

Independent Authorities in November 2010, Regional and Local Authorities in March 2011. Since October 2010, 

more than 18 million of acts and decisions have been published on the Transparency Portal from almost 3.700 

public authorities. The current upload rate approaches 20.000 decisions per working day.  

In June 2014 MAREG launched the new Transparency Portal (Diavgeia II) that focuses on: 

 

o Easing accessibility and increasing user inclusion (e.g. for people with disabilities) 

o Ensuring efficient access to government information and documents through a new powerful portal 

search-mechanism. 

o Building new online communication channels enabling greater user interaction, and engagement e.g. 

through the possibility of commenting on government and administrative acts. 

 

Each has a detailed Web view accessed through a permanent and well-structured URL policy 

(https://diavgeia.gov.gr/decision/view/{UniqueDecisionIdentifier}) and contains the relevant metadata 

descriptions and values together with the original signed document (Picture 3).    

 

 

 

 

https://github.com/YourDataStories/pilot1-NSRFHarvester
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/decision/view/%7bUniqueDecisionIdentifier
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Picture 3: Diavgeia II decisions contain machine-readable metadata and the original signed documents in pdf 

format (source: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/decision/view/ΩΜ794653ΠΓ-Ο4Η) 
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Picture 4: Diavgeia II API is supported by a detailed documentation in Greek 

(https://diavgeia.gov.gr/api/help)  

 

The rest of the section is organised as follows. The next subsection provides an overview of the harvesting 

process. Subsection 3.3.3 describes the main technological and operational feature of Diavgeai general 

harvester, while 3.3.4 analyses the project-based harvester.   

 

3.3.2 The harvesting process 

The harvesting process is divided in two main parts. In the first part, the general harvester collects all the financial 

decisions on a daily basis. Resulting data will be used to form the overall financial profile for Buyers and Sellers 

in Diavgeia II. In the second part, the project-based harvester collects only the financial and non- financial 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/api/help
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decisions that are relevant to the selected project data. Initially, the project-based harvester is designed to run 

on a monthly basis. 

3.3.3 The general harvester  

The aim of this process is to retrieve on a daily basis all the economic decisions from the Diavgeia II API, to apply 

data cleansing and validation techniques and finally to semantically enrich them in order to create their 

corresponding RDF graphs. The resulting files will then have to be uploaded to the OLV server for further use 

(queries, etc.). 

This harvester is focused on all the economic decisions which are found in the Diavgeia II API. Specifically these 

are the following: 

 

 “B.1.3 - Commitment” 

 “B.2.1 - Expense Approval” 

 “B.2.2 - Finalized Payment” 

 “D.1 - Assignment of Works/Supplies/Services/Studies” 

 “D.2.1- Notice” 

 “D.2.2 - Award” 

 

It should be noticed that the metadata of the decisions are separated into two parts: the common and the 

decision specific ones. The latter are modelled differently for each decision type (despite having some common 

entities). These metadata can be found in section 7.3 Appendix III. Samples of API requests and responses can 

also be found in section 7.2 Appendix II.  

A request is sent to the Diavgeia II API in order to retrieve the decisions (please refer to the previous section for 

more information regarding the decisions) of the specified day. The decisions are retrieved in JSON format and 

are transformed into “Decision” Java objects. When all the decisions are retrieved, the next step of the process, 

which is their semantic enrichment, is initiated.  

As already mentioned, all the metadata of the decisions are semantically enriched and transformed into RDF 

triples according to the proposed Ontology. The proper Classes, Object and Datatype properties are used and 

the model is iteratively built each time a decision is parsed. Once all the decisions are processed, the resulting 

model is stored in the RDF/XML serialization. The final step before further use of the resulting graph (queries, 

etc.) is its upload to the OpenLink Virtuoso Server (OLV). It should be noticed that due to the large amount of 

data, each calendar year is set as a different graph. 

3.3.3.1 Technologies 

The harvester is built and dependent on a range of well-known technologies. These are the following: 

 

 Apache Jena: It is a Java framework for building Semantic Web and Linked Data applications. 

 Open Link Virtuoso: Provides a toolset for the communication with the OLV server. 

 Apache HTTP: Provides a toolset of low-level Java components focused on HTTP and associated 

protocols. 

 Apache Commons IO: Provides utilities which assist the developing of IO functionality. 

 Google GSON: A Java serialization library that can convert Java Objects into JSON and back. 

 Jackson libraries: Used for processing JSON data format. 
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 Joda Time: Provides a quality replacement for the Java date and time classes. 

 

3.3.3.2 How it works  

The aforementioned processes of the harvester (from the API requests to the upload of the graphs) are depicted 

in the following Diagram 10. 

  

 
 

Diagram 10: the basic architecture of the Diavgeia general harvester 
 

The harvester, at least the part performing the API requests and handling the responses, is mainly based on the 

code that is available in the official repository of the Diavgeia II developers. The code has been extended as to 

cover our needs.  

The whole process is as simple as it is displayed in the Diagram above. Something important that needs 

clarification is what happens when a VAT ID is found in a decision. In such a case, two actions may take place: 

 

1. A query is performed on the Organizations graph in order to retrieve its existing URI, in case that this VAT 

ID has already been found in the past. 

 

2. If it is not found in the existing graph then a request to an external validating service (http://vatid.eu) 

has to be performed. Its purpose is twofold; firstly to check the validity of the provided VAT ID and, 

secondly, to retrieve any additional information regarding it. The additional information includes 

whether the VAT ID refers to a Legal Entity or to a Physical Person, the legal name, address details and 

the country where this entity is registered. As soon as the response is retrieved, that data is properly 

handled and utilized in order to create the URI and to be transformed into triples using the appropriate 

properties, as specified by the proposed Ontology. 

 

The harvester is executed on a daily basis exactly at 00:15.  

 

  

https://github.com/diavgeia/opendata-client-samples-java
http://vatid.eu/
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3.3.4 The project-based harvester  

The aim of this process is to retrieve all the administrative decisions (financial and non-financial) from the 

Diavgeia II API which are related to each NSRF project. In order to accomplish this interconnection two different 

procedures must be defined. The first is related to the search rules that we will apply on this mapping and the 

second is focused on the automated collection of those administrative decisions from the DiavgeiaII API by using 

these rules. Finally, we proceed to semantically  enrich  them  in  order  to  create  their  corresponding  RDF  

graphs.  The resulting  files  will  then  have  to  be  uploaded  to  the OLV  server  for  further  use (queries, etc.). 

 

3.3.4.1 Short description 

The lack of the MIS code as metadata in Diavgeia II decisions causes serious inefficiencies in the interlinking 

process we described above. We are trying to overcome these inefficiencies by using some text search heuristics 

so, we have to define specific search rules. These rules are separated into two main categories based on the 

input metadata that are retrieved from NSRF Projects and are being transformed according to the RDF model. 

In both search rules the project-based harvester is focused on all administrative decisions. These decisions are 

the following: 

 

● Financial Decisions as they are defined in 3.3.3 

● “A.1.1 Law” 

● “A.1.2 Legislative” 

● “A.2 Regulatory Act” 

● “A.3 Newsletter” 

● “A.4 Opinion” 

● “A.5 Proceeding” 

● “A.6 Valuation Report” 

● “B.1.1 Budget Approval” 

● “B.1.2 Warrant” 

● “B.3 Balance” 

● “B.4 Subsidy” 

● “B.5 Property Use” 

● “100 Position Seceretary” 

● “C.2 Work Team” 

● “C.3.1 Proclamation” 

● “C.3.2 Appointed” 

● “C.3.3 Assignation” 

● “C.3.4 Contract” 

● “C.3.5 Official Change” 

● “C.3.6 - Disciplinary Decision” 

● “E.1 Investments” 

● “E.2 Development” 

● “E.3 Investment Operation” 

● “E.4 Development” 

● “2.4.6.1 Spatial” 

● “2.4.7.1 Administrative” 
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and the following categories of metadata: 

● Law Details 

● Regulatory Act type 

● Opinion Org Type 

● Budget Category 

● Budget Kind 

● Account Type 

● Time Period 

● Position Type 

● Position 

● Collective Body Kind 

● Collective Body Type 

● Vacancy Type 

● Official Administrative Change 

● Spatial Type 

● Kanonistiki Praxi 

 

 

It should be noted that the metadata of the decisions are separated into two parts: the common part and the 

decision specific part. The latter are modelled differently for each decision type (despite having some common 

entities). These metadata can be found in the Appendix 7.5. Samples of API requests and responses can also be 

found in the Appendix 7.4.  

The process that follows is the semantic enrichment of those decisions as it was described in 3.3.3.2. The benefit 

of this procedure is the interlinking between the NSRF dataset and the Greek Transparency Portal, plus the 

retrieval of the related non-financial decisions. 

 

3.3.4.2 Technologies 

The harvester is built and dependent on a range of well-known technologies. These are the following: 

 

● Apache Jena: It is a Java framework for building Semantic Web and Linked Data applications. 

● Open Link Virtuoso: Provides a toolset for the communication with the OLV server. 

● Apache Maven: Apache Maven is a software project management and comprehension tool. Based on 

the concept of a project object model (POM), Maven can manage a project's build, reporting and 

documentation from a central piece of information. 

● Spring Framework: Spring framework is an open source Java platform that provides comprehensive 

infrastructure support for developing robust Java applications very easily and very rapidly 

● Hibernate: Hibernate is a high-performance Object/Relational persistence and query service. Hibernate 

takes care of the mapping from Java classes to database tables (and from Java data types to SQL data 

types). It also provides data query and retrieval facilities 

● Apache HTTP: Provides a toolset of low-level Java components focused on HTTP and associated 

protocols. 

● Apache Commons IO: Provides utilities which assist the developing of IO functionality. 

● Google GSON: A Java serialization library that can convert Java Objects into JSON and back. 
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● Jackson libraries: Used for processing JSON data format. 

● Joda Time: Provides a quality replacement for the Java date and time classes. 

 

3.3.4.3 The harvesting process  

The aforementioned processes of the harvester (form the API requests to the upload of the graphs) are depicted 

in Diagram 11. 

 

 

 

 
 

Diagram 11: the architecture of the Diavgeia project-based harvester 

 

Once we semantically enrich the Public Projects, it is necessary to retrieve the VAT IDs of the Organizations which 

are included in NSRF dataset, in order to be compatible with the existing data model and search rules. 

First, the harvester starts by retrieving Diavgeia II decisions according to the subject of the Public Project and the 

project code collected by NSRF data. All collected administrative decisions are processed and cleansed based on 

their unique identifier (ADA). Next, the key metadata for the second round of harvesting are the subproject 

name and Sellers’ VAT IDs. As has been done in the previous step, decisions are processed and cleansed based 

on their unique identifier (ADA). 
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4 Pilot 2: Tracking Development Aid in the Netherlands 

The Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs is supporting many development projects across a broad range of countries, 

but has recently announced that it will cut Dutch Official Development Assistance (ODA) by 50% from 2015. The 

ministry also decided that at the same time it would be keen to support new projects that provide a RΟΙ for the 

Dutch economy and work with particularly innovative methods. Accordingly, Dutch as well as local development 

NGOs are protesting. They argue that crucial humanitarian projects will come to a premature end, thus 

invalidating experiences and efforts built up over long time periods. This debate has attracted the attention of a 

team of Dutch journalists. They want to find answers to the following questions: 

 

 How much money have the Netherlands spent on development projects over the last decade? 

 Which organizations were the beneficiaries of the money? How, if at all, did they redistribute it to sub-

grantees? Into which specific projects was the money invested? 

 How successful were the projects to date? What are the lessons learned? 

 What was the effect of Dutch development spending on the domestic Dutch economy? 

 Was the value created commensurate with the spending? 

 Can the Netherlands afford the current and new levels of ODA? 

 

Tracking every single flow channel and understanding the overall impact on the Dutch economy is anything but 

trivial, which is our initial effort will focus on a subset of the data, as well as a subset of the questions we need 

to answer. 

Having learned from our Pilot 2 discussions that EJC is on its way to establish a news agency in Zimbabwe, we 

agreed to focus our early data analysis efforts on this south-African country, and try to extract as much 

information as possible from its economic relations with the Netherlands. In the envisioned data journalism 

scenario, we assume the user would like to query YDS data for information related to the Netherlands' ODA and 

Bilateral Trade relations with Zimbabwe. More specifically, we have identified a number of questions, based on 

the more general ones, that would drive a potential analysis: 

 

 How much did the NL spend on ODA related to Zimbabwe, e.g. in the time frame 2008-2012? 

 What sectors was this money spent on (e.g., human rights, infrastructure, health, etc.) and in which 

relation (e.g., was there a focus on health, or did all sectors get the same?)? 

 Who actually received the money (e.g., the Zimbabwean government, local NGOs, Dutch NGOs, 

international organizations)? 

 What kind of specific actions were implemented? 

 How did NL's trade relations with Zimbabwe develop during the same time frame? 

 How did Zimbabwe's economy develop during the same time frame? 

 Can we compare NL ODA and trade relations of Zimbabwe with another country, e.g. Denmark, Sweden, 

or the United Nations? 

 

The objective would be to learn who exactly benefited from the Dutch interventions in Zimbabwe so the 

journalist could further: 

 

 Look for any correlations and causations between NL ODA and the country's development; 
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 Investigate the success (or lack thereof) of individual actions (this would be outside the data realm and 

would essentially mean calling the beneficiary organizations as well as the NL government and ask for 

progress reports etc.); 

 Look for any conspicuous things and investigate them further (again, likely outside the data realm); 

 Visualize findings as appropriate (charts, maps etc.); 

 If possible, draw comparisons with other countries or the United Nations. 

 Data sources 
In our initial plans, we highlighted OpenAid.nl2 as a potential (and natural) data source. This transparency portal 

hosts every development cooperation activity supported by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs in recent years 

and enables finding the activities in specific countries or regions, in sectors or by implementing organization. 

Unfortunately, at the time of analysis, although the portal did support machine-readable (CSV) exports, some 

rather crucial pieces of information were not being provided in those exports, including the activity budgets. It 

is worth noting that the updated version of the portal, at the time of writing this deliverable, does provide much 

detailed information on individual ODA projects, but fails to provide any kind of machine-readable export format. 

The state of affairs left us with only two realistic possibilities – scraping the web pages generating the reports of 

interest, or finding an alternate data source. Luckily, careful inspection revealed OpenAid.nl was relying on the 

International Aid Transparency Initiative3 as the original data source. IATI is a voluntary, multi-stakeholder 

initiative that seeks to improve the transparency of aid, development, and humanitarian resources in order to 

increase their effectiveness in tackling poverty. At the center of IATI is the IATI Standard4, a format and 

framework for publishing data on development cooperation activities, intended to be used by all organizations 

in development, including government donors, private sector organizations, and national and international 

NGOs. It was designed in close consultation with key users of development cooperation data in developing 

countries, to ensure its relevance and utility for a variety of different data users. 

Organizations implement IATI by publishing their aid information in IATI’s agreed electronic format (XML) – 

usually on their website – before linking it to the IATI Registry. The Registry acts as an online catalogue and index 

of links to all of the raw data published to the IATI Standard. Most importantly, the data is provided via an API. 

The following call fetches all Dutch ODA projects in Zimbabwe in CSV format: 

 

 

http://datastore.iatistandard.org//api/1/access/activity.csv?reporting-org=NL-1&recipient-country=ZW&stream=True 

 

 

This allowed us to automatically ingest the latest data in a machine-readable format and process it further, in 

order to align it with the YDS data model. A metadata analysis of the response is given in Appendix VI: NL to ZW 

ODA metadata. 

For the bilateral trade data, we decided to rely on the Atlas of Economic Complexity5. The Atlas is a powerful 

interactive tool that enables users to visualize a country’s total trade, track how these dynamics change over 

time and explore growth opportunities for more than a hundred countries worldwide. 

                                                           
2 http://openaid.nl  
3 http://www.aidtransparency.net  
4 http://iatistandard.org  
5 http://atlas.cid.harvard.edu  

http://openaid.nl/
http://www.aidtransparency.net/
http://iatistandard.org/
http://atlas.cid.harvard.edu/
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The Atlas is used by investors, entrepreneurs, policymakers, students and the general public to better understand 

the competitive landscape of countries around the globe. For any given country, The Atlas shows which products 

are produced and exported; it can then use this information to suggest products a country could begin 

manufacturing in order to fuel economic growth. As a dynamic resource, it is continually evolving with new data 

and features to help analyze economic growth and development. Surprisingly enough, the solution hosted by 

Harvard University did not offer machine-readable data, but the one hosted by the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology6 did (again, as CSVs). The structure of a sample dataset is rather simple, as it involves only the code 

and the label of the commodity being traded, and the trade value (as shown in Appendix VII: NL & ZW bilateral 

trade metadata). 

4.1.1 Supporting taxonomies 

Driven by the “things, not strings” Linked Open Data mantra, we made a firm decision to provide detailed 

metadata regarding all codes appearing in our data sources so as to provide the actual data with more context. 

We identified a total of ten relevant code lists: 

 

 Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) Common Reporting Standard (CRS; 

an information standard for automatic exchange of information, developed in the context of the OECD)7 

 World Customs Organization’s (WCO) Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System (HS; an 

internationally standardized system of names and numbers to classify traded products)8 

 ISO 3166-1 Country codes9 

 IATI code lists 

o Organization types10 

o Aid types11 

o Transaction types12 

o Collaboration types13 

o Flow types14 

o Finance types15 

o Activity status types16 

 

This approach gives us much more flexibility and control over our data, in addition to enrichment capabilities 

(e.g. linking country codes to relevant DBpedia descriptions). All code lists are modelled as 

skos:ConceptScheme’s. 

 

                                                           
6 http://atlas.media.mit.edu  
7 http://www.oecd.org/ctp/exchange-of-tax-information/automatic-exchange-of-financial-account-information.htm  
8 http://www.wcoomd.org/en/topics/nomenclature/instrument-and-tools/hs_convention.aspx  
9 http://www.iso.org/iso/country_codes  
10 http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/OrganisationType  
11 http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/AidType  
12 http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/TransactionType  
13 http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/CollaborationType  
14 http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/FlowType  
15 http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/FinanceType  
16 http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/ActivityStatus  

http://atlas.media.mit.edu/
http://www.oecd.org/ctp/exchange-of-tax-information/automatic-exchange-of-financial-account-information.htm
http://www.wcoomd.org/en/topics/nomenclature/instrument-and-tools/hs_convention.aspx
http://www.iso.org/iso/country_codes
http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/OrganisationType
http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/AidType
http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/TransactionType
http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/CollaborationType
http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/FlowType
http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/FinanceType
http://iatistandard.org/201/codelists/ActivityStatus
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 Description of the application 
The advent of Linked Data accelerates the evolution of the Web into an exponentially growing information space 

where the unprecedented volume of RDF data offers consumers a level of information integration that has, up 

to now, not been possible. Along with this revolution, the number of possible operations within the Linked Data 

life cycle, and the tools that make such operations possible, are also growing by the day. Bringing all of them 

together, and in the correct order, filling the gaps between them, ensuring quality and being able to do all of this 

in the form of a customizable, reusable and schedulable process has become vital for both small and large, one-

off and repetitive data management tasks. 

To take care of the above described need, Pilot 2 relies on UnifiedViews17, an open source, Java-based Extract-

Transform-Load (ETL) framework, spawned from the LOD2 EU FP718 project (and being actively improved by 

TenForce ever since) that allows users - publishers, consumers, or analysts - to define, execute, monitor, debug, 

schedule, and share RDF data processing tasks. The data processing tasks may use custom plugins created by 

users. UnifiedViews differs from other ETL frameworks by natively supporting RDF data and ontologies. The tool 

has a graphical user interface for the administration, debugging, and monitoring of ETL processes (Diagram 12). 

 

 
 

Picture 5: UnifiedViews 
 

UnifiedViews, allows users to create custom Data Processing Units (DPUs). This powerful mechanism allows them 

to easily wrap any Linked Data tool as a DPU. Moreover, data processing task can be easily arranged and adjusted 

using a graphical user interface. 

 

As already mentioned, the tool also takes care of task scheduling, while providing notifications about errors 

related to task execution and even daily summaries/reports about the actual status and progress. Furthermore, 

debugging is also possible – all RDF inputs to and RDF outputs from any DPU can be browsed and queried (via 

SPARQL).  Finally, DPUs, configurations of DPUs, and tasks can also be shared with other users, as needed. 

                                                           
17 https://github.com/UnifiedViews/Core  
18 http://lod2.eu  

https://github.com/UnifiedViews/Core
http://lod2.eu/
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The output is always dumped to both the file system and the YDS server Virtuoso instance. 

 The data harvesting process 
Each data source, including the code lists, is treated as a separate ETL process and, as such, assigned a separate 

UnifiedViews pipeline. Flat taxonomies, such as the IATI code lists, result in less complex pipelines (Diagram 12). 

 
Diagram 12: UnifiedViews pipeline for the IATI Aid code list 

 

The uv-e-filesDownload data processing unit downloads the input file from a local or remote location and makes 

it available to other DPUs in the pipeline. uv-t-tabular transforms the CSV file to RDF, picking a key column to 

build the resource/subject URIs (of type skos:Concept), mapping the other columns to corresponding RDF 

properties, and column values to objects in the resulting triples. The output of the DPU is an RDF graph, letting 

us perform SPARQL Update (uv-t-sparqlUpdate) queries on it, create a skos:ConceptScheme, and link the 

previously created concepts to an actual scheme. The taxonomy can then be both dumped to a .ttl file(uv-t-

rdfToFiles, then uv-l-filesUpload) or uploaded to the triple store (uv-l-rdfToVirtuoso). It is worth mentioning that 

data and taxonomies are stored in separate graphs. 

The more complex taxonomies, with hierarchical ordering of relevant concepts, require more effort. For instance, 

the HS code list has four levels of hierarchy, and requires some extra work and additional manipulations, to be 

expressed appropriately in RDF (Diagram 13). 
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Diagram 13: UnifiedViews pipeline for the HS code list 

 

The complexity rises significantly in the data harvesting and transformation pipelines, as the output graph is 

expected to be much more verbose than those of the above-mentioned SKOS taxonomies. Take, for example the 

following structure, linking a single aid activity to the corresponding beneficiary: 

 

<http://linkedeconomy.org/resource/Aid/NL-1-PPR-24653> 

elod:beneficiary 

[ a <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Organization>, <http://purl.org/goodrelations/v1#BusinessEntity>, 

<http://www.w3.org/ns/org#Organization>, <http://www.w3.org/ns/regorg#RegisteredOrganization>; 

<http://purl.org/goodrelations/v1#name> "ZEN"^^xsd:string; 

elod:orgType    <http://linkedeconomy.org/resource/Taxonomy/IATI/OrganizationType/23 >; 

elod:refCode "23000"^^xsd:string ]; 

 

It is obvious that the above structure cannot be accomplished through a simple subject-predicate-object 

mapping. In other words, we need to map different parts of our input CSV structure to separate parts of the 

graph, and to do that, we need to merge multiple inputs/pipelines (Diagram 13). 
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Diagram 14: UnifiedViews pipeline for the ODA data 

 

The pipeline ingests multiple inputs through different uv-e-filesDownload DPUs, including the appropriate 

(previously converted) code lists, and constructs a merged RDF graph. From then on, it inserts and connects the 

necessary nodes, and removes (i.e. cleans up) the dummy ones through a series of SPARQL Update queries. A 

similar approach is used for the bilateral trade data (Diagram 14). A single uv-e-filesDownload DPU is capable of 

ingesting multiple inputs, which simplifies the diagram to a certain extent (e.g. each year of trade data is provided 

as a separate data source). Import and export are treated as separate pipelines in order to simplify processing. 

 

 
 

Diagram 15: UnifiedViews pipeline for the bilateral trade data (import) 
 

All Pilot 2 UnifiedViews pipelines (with accompanying DPU data, excluding triple store access credentials) have 
been exported and made publicly available in the YDS Pilot 2 GitHub repository19. 

                                                           
19 https://github.com/YourDataStories/Pilot2-harvesters  

https://github.com/YourDataStories/Pilot2-harvesters
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5 Pilot 3: Cross-Europe Financial Comparability 

The aim of this pilot is to show the benefits from enabling the comparability of financial data across the EU 
member-states. In particular, this pilot will focus on the context of transportation-related datasets.  The 
information on Irish transport-related projects gathered will be compared and linked to the financial data from 
the Greek ‘Follow Public Money’ pilot, with a particular focus on construction and road infrastructure projects. 
The Irish financial datasets will be coming from various Irish institutions and they are expected to be published 
on the Irish national data portal: http://data.gov.ie in a machine-readable format. In particular, this pilot will 
involve institutions like the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform, the Central Statistics Office and a 
local Dublin authority, Fingal County Council.  
 
Objectives 

● Facilitate the comparison of financial data, across Europe, with a specific use-case example of the 
transportation-related financial data comparison for Ireland and Greece. 

● Intelligent and innovative use of large volumes of publicly available data for new, smart and mobile public 
services. 

● Facilitate the publishing of financial information about public roads data on http://data.gov.ie the official 
Irish open data portal in machine-readable form. 

  
Expected Outcomes 

● The examination of public procurement projects.  
● Linked Data (RDF) representation of the procurement and spending datasets to facilitate cross-dataset 

querying, analysis and visualization. 
● Multidimensional comparative analysis of financial data from construction and road infrastructure 

projects. 
● An increase of datasets in machine readable format on http://data.gov.ie 

  
Background 
Ultimately, the analysis and re-mixing of public finance data (Pilot 1) will be further elaborated with data from 
both the Irish government and the city of Dublin. These datasets include public budgets, tenders and spending 
information.  
 
Required information as per the YDS data model (D3.3 Data Model v1.0) 

●  The contract during all stages of its existence (focusing on cost) 
○ Original tender document 
○ Review documents including risk assessment and cost benefit analysis 
○ The contract as awarded 
○ Work in progress including any cost increases 
○ Project conclusion and review 

● The procedure which determines how information about a contract is published and how a supplier is 
chosen 

● The main subject of a contract 
● The price of the contract depending on its phase 
● The award criteria which specify conditions under which the best tender will be selected and awarded 

as well as their weights 
● The products or services purchased by a contract (specified by the CPVs) 

○ The cost of all products and materials as identified by their CPV codes 
  
 

http://data.gov.ie/
http://data.gov.ie/
http://data.gov.ie/
http://data.gov.ie/
http://data.gov.ie/
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 Data sources 
In the first stage of the project we will leverage the EU Tenders from TED - http://ted.openspending.org as a 
source of information on Irish government spending related to transportation. This data will be later refined 
with information coming from various Irish institutions including in particular the listed datasets: 

1. Department of Public Expenditure & Reform – Databank20  
2. Irish National Budget 21 
3. Dublin City Council Spending and Revenue 22 
4. Dublin City Development Plan 2011-201723 
5. Roads Maintenance Annual Works Programme24 

 
Now we elaborate more in detail on each of the data sources listed. 

5.1.1 EU Tenders from TED 
TED (Tenders Electronic Daily) is the online version of the 'Supplement to the Official Journal of the EU, dedicated 
to European public procurement. It is updated five times a week with some 1,500 public procurement notices 
from the European Union, the European Economic Area. The procurement notices can be explored and filtered 
by country, region and sector. Information about every procurement document is published in the 24 official EU 
languages. All notices from the EU's institutions are published in full in these languages. Data from this source is 
crucial for cross EU financial data comparisons. Using CPV codes for comparison between specific projects will 
allow direct cost comparisons to be made within countries and across national boundaries. In particular we focus 
on the transportation-related tenders data. The institutions discussed further, will provide more refined, related 
data on public spending in the area of transportation in the Irish use-case. The ultimate goal is to have the data 
released by these institutions to be published on http://data.gov.ie and harvested on regular basis from this 
platform. 

5.1.2 Department of Public Expenditure & Reform - Databank 
The Public Expenditure Databank provides access to a comprehensive set of data on voted public expenditure in 
Ireland. The figures reflected in the databank detail all current and capital spending by Government Departments 
and agencies, along with expenditure from the Social Insurance Fund and the National Training Fund. 

Non-voted spending directly from the Central Fund such as debt-servicing costs, the costs of the Houses of the 
Oireachtas, and the salaries of the judiciary are not included in the data. A more comprehensive presentation of 
voted and non-voted public-sector expenditure is set out in the annual Budgetary and Economic Statistics25 
publication from the Department of Finance and also in the Stability Programme Update26.  

The Public Expenditure Databank includes drillable reports and an open data report to provide users with all the 
underlying data used to create the reports. Each report now has a unique URL to facilitate easy referencing to 
data on the databank. The Data is stored in a tabular format. It can be downloaded in XLS format and is classified 
by vote. Vote 31 is for Transport. 

5.1.3 Irish National Budget 
The Irish National Budget includes the following information  

● Financial Statement - the Minister's speech to the Dáil on Budget day. 

                                                           
20 http://databank.per.gov.ie/Expenditure.aspx?rep=OpenData 
21 http://budget.gov.ie/Budgets/2014/2014.aspx 
22 http://www.dublincity.ie/YourCouncil/AbouttheCouncil/CouncilSpendingRevenue/Pages/CouncilSpendingRevenue.aspx 
23 http://www.dublincity.ie/main-menu-services-planning/city-development-plan 
24 http://dublinked.ie/datastore/datasets/dataset-063.ph 
25 http://www.finance.gov.ie/what-we-do/economic-policy/publications/data-statistics/budget-and-economic-statistics-2013 (see 
tables 1 to 3). 
26 http://www.finance.gov.ie/what-we-do/economic-policy/economic-forecasts/irish-stability-programme-april-2013-update (see in 
particular table 8). 

http://ted.openspending.org/
http://data.gov.ie/
http://databank.per.gov.ie/Expenditure.aspx?rep=OpenData
http://budget.gov.ie/Budgets/2014/2014.aspx
http://www.dublincity.ie/YourCouncil/AbouttheCouncil/CouncilSpendingRevenue/Pages/CouncilSpendingRevenue.aspx
http://www.dublincity.ie/main-menu-services-planning/city-development-plan
http://dublinked.ie/datastore/datasets/dataset-063.php
http://www.finance.gov.ie/what-we-do/economic-policy/publications/data-statistics/budget-and-economic-statistics-2013
http://www.finance.gov.ie/what-we-do/economic-policy/economic-forecasts/irish-stability-programme-april-2013-update
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● Budget Measures - detailed list of changes announced in the Budget together with the estimated 
cost or yield arising.  

● Budget Statistics and Tables - gives detailed budgetary projections for the next three years.  
● Financial Resolutions- give temporary legislative backing for immediate budgetary changes.  
● Stability Programme Update - outlines the economic background to the Budget and sets out 

Government economic strategy over the following three years. It is produced in compliance with the EU 
Stability and Growth Pact.  

● White Paper on Receipts & Expenditure - the opening position for the Budget. Published the 
Saturday before the Budget.  

● Estimates for Public Services and Summary Public Capital Programme.  
  

The Irish National Budget is a collection of reports. 

The figures for overall expenditure on roads are included. 

5.1.4 Dublin City Council Spending and Revenue 

● Dublin City Council Spending and Revenue data covers all expenditure, including: 
● Council services, e.g. housing, roads, water, litter, parks, fire brigade 
● Procurement & supplies, e.g. IT equipment, transport, etc. 
● Payroll  

 
It includes a 3-year Capital Programme underway (2015 to 2017) valued at €568.5 million. It includes projects 
such as road improvements and new housing. The budgets are managed by Dublin City Council’s Finance 
Department27. 

Sources of Council Funds: 

● Sale of goods & services, e.g. rent, parking fees 
● Commercial Rates 
● Government Grants 
● Local Property Tax/GPG  
● Net Credit Balance 
● Pension Related Deduction 
 

The data is held mainly in CSV or XLS format. 

5.1.5 Dublin City Development Plan 2011-2017 
The Dublin City Development Plan sets out policies and objectives to create a sustainable and vibrant city at the 
heart of the Greater Dublin Region. This plan guides how and where development will take place in the city over 
the next 6 years. 

This plan was adopted by Dublin City Council at a Special adjourned Meeting on 24th November 2010. The plan 
came into effect on 22nd December 2010 

Currently, it includes various reports and maps, mainly in PDF format. 

5.1.6 Roads Maintenance Annual Works Programme 
Listing of completed roads work in first half of 2011 extracted from Roads Work Annual works programme. 
Details include Works Area, Traffic impact of works: contractor assigned, asset type, estimated area of works, 
final area; asset type; estimated area in m2; star data; completion data; roads effected; surface type; resurfacing 

                                                           
27 http://www.dublincity.ie/main-menu-your-council-about-dublin-city-council-council-departments/finance-department 
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material; final cost and geographic coordinates. The Roads Maintenance Annual Works Programme is a list of 
road maintenance projects in Dublin. The data is stored in CSV format. 

Available local authority datasets from Fingal County Council and Dublin City Council (Dublin) 
● Local Authority Budget (inc. proposed expenditure on Construction, Maintenance & Improvement of 

Regional & Local Roads) 

● Salting/Gritting Routes 

● Bridges & Structures 

● Street Lighting 

● Traffic Volumes 

 

Available real time datasets from Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) - New national agency 

● Journey Time data every 5 mins for the M1, M50 and arterial approaches 

● Bluetooth Journey Time data along M7/N7 

● VMS messaging data within the GDA 

● Incident/ event data – as reported to the MTCC 

● Roadside weather data – collected on behalf of TII by Vaisala 

● Environmental monitoring data 

● Traffic Count and Classification data 

● Traffic Management/ Roadworks data – as recorded by the MTCC 

● Winter Maintenance treatment data 

● School Warning Sign Data – at 200+ locations 

● Ghost Driver alert data – at ~10 locations  

 Description of the application 
It is a stated aim of the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (DPER) in Ireland to further develop the 
national Open Data portal - https://data.gov.ie .The preference is for data to be published in machine readable 
format providing tabular data in CSV, XML or JSON formats (free to access, use and share). As a partner in the 
YDS project, DPER has been working with other Irish Government Departments and agencies to leverage detailed 
datasets in many different areas including, in particular, the building and maintenance of roads.   

The mission of the harvester application for pilot 3 is to acquire data from data.gov.ie portal. The portal is built 
using CKAN28 - an open source data portal platform. CKAN provides a rich RESTful JSON API for querying and 
accessing dataset information. Therefore acquisition of data from data.gov.ie can proceed in a structured way 
without a need for scraping data from HTML documents. Our harvester is using the API provided to search for 
the datasets and access dataset information (including the download links). Moreover CKAN API allows to track 
recent activity of the publishers, which allow to control the data fetching process. 

The main challenge for the pilot data harvesting application implementation has been to transform original 

schema to YDS project schema, in order to enable datasets comparison. 

                                                           
28 http://ckan.org 

https://data.gov.ie/
https://data.gov.ie/
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Diagram 16: Pilot 3 Harvesting Application 

 

The harvester has a form of a Java application. It uses data.gov.ie API in order to search for datasets related to 

pilot scenario. The steps involved in the RDF creation process include the following: 

 

1. data fetching 
CKAN API29 is used to search for datasets matching our criteria, such as the publisher (like specific 
public body), keywords and title. 

2. data filtering 
Gathered datasets are validated and filtered. The harvester checks the data URL, data format and 
availability. 

3. data conversion 
Filtered data is being mapped and converted to RDF. The mapping is based on the YDS data model v1.0 
(D3.3) and is adjusted to the data source structure. 
The output of this step is a well-formed RDF. 

4. data storage 
Data converted and generated during the harvesting cycle is sent to the data store to ensure the 
highest data coverage. 

 

Thanks to the RDF representation leveraging concepts from the YDS data model developed, the information on 

Irish projects can be aligned, linked and compared to similar Greek projects.  

Nevertheless, the harvesting process described above, cannot be applied at this stage of the project. Due to Irish 

public bodies, organisational barriers and delays, resulting in lack (to the date) of transportation data available 

on the CKAN-based data.gov.ie portal, we are not able to employ the intended, CKAN-based harvesting process. 

This will be available only when relevant data is provided by Irish public bodies and uploaded to the national 

                                                           
29 http://docs.ckan.org/en/ckan-2.2/api.html 
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portal. Therefore, at this stage, we implement a temporary solution delivering transportation-related financial 

data via European Tenders platform - ted.openspending.org as a valid alternative source. In particular the EU 

Tender portal uses so called CPV codes (Common Procurement Vocabulary) to identify tenders from specific 

domains. CPV codes are common across the European Union and will be used to align and compare similar 

projects across the EU with a particular focus on data from Ireland and Greece. For the purpose of our 

comparison use-case, initially, we choose the datasets related to transportation: The relevant CPV codes are as 

follows: 45233000-9 - Construction, foundation and surface works for highways, roads. 

However, once data-commitments from Irish institutions will be fulfilled we will adjust the harvesting process to 

match the final requirements. We describe the alternative solution more in detail below. 

 

Short description 

Our harvester is downloading the data available at OpenTED (http://ted.openspending.org). OpenTED is an 

initiative that aims to make information from the joint European procurement system more accessible to 

journalists and researchers30. The project aims to find answers to questions such as: Who are the biggest 

suppliers to a local government? What goods and services are the public bodies in a particular country 

purchasing? 

 

 
 

Picture 6: OpenTED 

 

Each year the public sector across countries contracts private providers to serve the public. From local 

municipalities to publicly owned utility companies the public engages companies to clean schools, to run servage 

operations and to build bridges. According to the EU rules on public procurements all contracts valued above 

€200,000 are mandated to be published as a public procurement contest. Currently OpenTED provides around 

7500 contracts related to Ireland, as listed in Table 1: Irish Tenders. All the data is available as CSV files. The only 

challenge is the fact, that the data is not updated in the frequent manner. 

 

                                                           
30 http://ted.openspending.org/#welcome 

http://ted.openspending.org/
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Table 1: Irish Tenders 

Ireland Documents 

All years 7529 

2015 388 

2014 2373 

2013 2414 

2012 2354 

 

 

 Technologies 
The harvester is a Java application. The following technologies are being used during the harvester 
implementation: 
 

● Java EE has been used as the primary implementation platform for the harvester. All the RDF handling 
has been done using Jena Framework. Some additional libraries for handling JSON and Feeds have also 
been used. All the components of the system use standard communication protocols e.g. HTTP over 
TCP/IP for communication. Java EE is the Enterprise Edition of the Java Platform. It provides an API and 
runtime environment for developing and running enterprise software. The aim of Java EE is to provide a 
powerful set of APIs while shortening development time, reducing application complexity, and improving 
application performance.  

● Apache Jena, called Jena in short is a free and open source Java framework for building semantic web 
and Linked Data applications. It is composed of different APIs interacting together to process RDF data 
[Jena]. 

● JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a lightweight data-interchange format. It is easy for both human and 
machine to read, write, parse and generate. It is a language-independent text format language 
independent. 

● Apache Maven is a tool for software project management. Maven manages a project’s build based on 
the concept of a project object model (POM). It also can report and document from a central piece of 
information. 

● SPARQL (a recursive acronym for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) is an RDF query language, 
that is, a semantic query language for databases, able to retrieve and manipulate data stored in the 
Resource Description Framework (RDF) format. 

● TARQL31 enables RDF construction from legacy data via TARQL (Transformation SPARQL): a SPARQL-
based data mapping language that enables conversion of data from RDF, CSV, TSV and JSON (and 
potentially XML and relational databases) to RDF using the SPARQL 1.1 syntax. It is built on top of Apache 
ARQ. TARQL was extended by NUIG during the OpenCube32 project. The new release brought several 
improvements, such as: streaming capabilities, multiple query patterns in one mapping file, convenient 
functions for typical mapping activities, validation rules included in the mapping file, increased flexibility 
(dealing with CSV variants like TSV). 

● Git was used in order to keep track of changes and to version the harvester code. 

                                                           
31 http://tarql.github.io/ 
32 http://opencube-project.eu/ 
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 The data harvesting process 
Data harvesting is a process of extracting and processing a subset of the datasets available at given endpoint 
according to relevant criteria. Diagram 17 presents the general flow of the harvesting process that we have 
followed during the pilot implementation, which, as described in previous section is relatively simple.  
 

 
 

Diagram 17: Harvesting process 

 

The steps involved in the RDF creation process includes the following: 
 

1. Data fetching - The data collected by OpenTED are available as CSV files with fixed URL. Our harvester 
starts the process by downloading the files to the local file-store. This process is time consuming, as the 
file size is significant.  

2. Data gathering with the use of HTTP protocol and Java EE 
3. Data filtering - Downloaded files are processed. This process involves data filtering to include just the 

data related to Ireland. The output of this process is CSV file with predefined structure. The structure of 
the input data is described in Appendix VIII. 

4. Data conversion - CSV files are being mapped and converted to RDF with the use of TARQL tool. The 
mapping is based on the YDS data model v1.0 (D3.3) and is adjusted to the data source structure. With 
the use of TARQL we map the CSV files into well-formed RDF. The process is relatively fast and produces 
an RDF file. 

5. Data storing - Data generated during the harvesting cycle is sent to the data store to ensure the highest 
data coverage. 

 

Harvesters for Pilot 3 are provided online through Github 

https://github.com/orgs/YourDataStories/teams/pilot3-harvesting.  

  

https://github.com/orgs/YourDataStories/teams/pilot3-harvesting
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6 Conclusions and future steps 

Government open data are characterized by diverse degrees of complexity and granularity and are not provided 

under uniform formats. Particularly, important information about public works and procurement is still 

entrapped either behind HTML barriers or complicated API specifications.  

Thus, YDS data harvesters have been built separately for each data source which is related to the three pilot 

scenarios and provide the initial input for the following steps of validating, cleansing, storing, modeling, analysing 

and distributing data.     

Actually, data harvesters are undertaking the mission of unlocking the potential of online data by creating 

continuous and standardized data flows. These flows are the “raw” material for the data value chain that is 

enabled through the YDS platform.  

As the project progresses and extra data sources will be added, new custom harvesters will be developed in order 

to cover the need for continuous data flows.    
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7 ANNEX/ES 

  Appendix I: database tables for the NSRF project harvester  
 

What follows is a description of the database tables. 

 

Overview: is holding all the main information of the project. These are: 

 id: a unique auto-incremented field 

 ops: the project's code 

 date: the date of the harvest 

 title:the title of the project 

 beneficiary_Institution:The proposer body 

 description: the description of the project 

 public_Expenditure_Budget 

 payments: the amount paid so far 

 completition_percent: the percentage of the project that is complete 

 start:The start date of the project 

 finish: the expected finish date of the project 

 sub_projects: the number of sub projects involved 

 public_aid: the amount of public aid supplied. This is usually a null/zero value. 

 operational_programme_number: Νumber of Operational Programme 

 operational_programme: title of Operational Programme 

 title_ops: the code's title 

 map_coordinates: The coordinates of the project's site 
 

 

Sellers: is the table that list the sellers for all the projects 

o id: a unique auto-incremented field 

o title 

o address 
 

Sub_Projects 

o id: a unique auto-incremented field 

o ops: the project's code 

o title: the title of the sub project 

o budget: the budget of the sub project 
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o start: the start date of the sub project 

o finish: the expected end date of the sub project 
 

Projects_Sellers: this is a connection of the sub project and the sellers that are assigned to it. 

o id: a unique auto-incremented field 

o subProjectID: this is a foreign key to the Sub_Projects table 

o ConstructorID: this is a foreign key to the Anadoxoi table 

o Ops: the project for which this constructor is working on the specific project 
 

 

The table Project_Sellers, was used to create an one-to-one connection between the sellers (or constructors) 

and the sub-projects. There were occasions where one constructor was assigned to a number of subworks. On 

the other hand there were cases that one sub project had more that one seller. These cases were causing some 

problems during the process of producing the RDF, so this architecture was used.  

 

Administration_body: is the Administration body 

o id: a unique auto-incremented field 

o ReviewID: this is a foreign key connecting this table to the Review table 

o ops: the project's code 

o title 

o representative 

o address 

o email 
 

 

Implementation_Body: the implementation Organization 

o id: a unique auto-incremented field 

o reviewID: this is a foreign key connecting this table to the Review table 

o ops: the project's code 

o title 

o representative 

o address 

o email 
 

 

Funding_Body 

o id: a unique auto-incremented field 

o reviewID: this is a foreign key connecting this table to the Review table 

o ops: the project's code 

o title 

o representative 

o address 

o email 
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Proposal_Body 

o id: a unique auto-incremented field 

o reviewID: this is a foreign key connecting this table to the Review table 

o ops: the project's code 

o title 

o representative 

o address 

o email 
 

 

Operation_Body 

o id: a unique auto-incremented field 

o reviewID: this is a foreign key connecting this table to the Review table 

o ops: the project's code 

o title 

o representative 

o address 

o phone_number 

o email 
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 Appendix II: API Calls and Responses for the Diavgeia general harvester  

7.2.1 Decisions (Common metadata) 
 

ΑΡΙ Call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/decisions/ΒΟΖΧΙ-8Ρ9  

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<decision> 

<ada>ΒΟΖΧΙ-8Ρ9</ada> 

<subject>ΑΠΟΦΑΣΗ ΑΝΑΛΗΨΗΣ ΥΠΟΧΡΕΩΣΗΣ- ΑΠΟΦΑΣΗ ΑΝΑΛΗΨΗΣ ΥΠΟΧΡΕΩΣΗΣ</subject> 

<protocolNumber>4095</protocolNumber> 

<status>PUBLISHED</status> 

<versionId>4494bf19-b086-4879-954b-5b2c2787a151</versionId> 

<decisionTypeId>Β.1.3</decisionTypeId> 

<issueDate>2012-02-02+02:00</issueDate> 

<organizationId>19</organizationId> 

<unitIds> 

<unitId>70567</unitId> 

</unitIds> 

<signerIds> 

<signerId>100342</signerId> 

</signerIds> 

<thematicCategoryIds> 

<thematicCategoryId>04</thematicCategoryId> 

</thematicCategoryIds> 

<submissionTimestamp>2012-02-21T10:43:47.000+02:00</submissionTimestamp> 

<extraFieldValues> … </extraFieldValues>  See 2 - 7 

<url>https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/api/decisions/ΒΟΖΧΙ-8Ρ9</url> 

<documentUrl>https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/api/decisions/ΒΟΖΧΙ-8Ρ9/document</documentUrl> 

<privateData>false</privateData> 

<attachments></attachments> 

<correctedVersionId></correctedVersionId> 

</decision> 

 

7.2.2 B.1.3 - Commitment (decision specific metadata) 

 

ΑΡΙ Call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.1.3 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<int value="2015" name="financialYear"/> 

<str value="Τακτικός Προϋπολογισμός" name="budgettype"/> 

<str value="299" name="entryNumber"/> 

<bool value="false" name="partialead"/> 

<bool value="false" name="recalledExpenseDecision"/> 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/decisions/ΒΟΖΧΙ-8Ρ9
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=%CE%92.1.3
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<obj name="amountWithVAT"> 

<num value="150.0" name="amount"/> 

<str value="EUR" name="currency"/> 

</obj> 

<list name="amountWithKae"> 

<obj> 

<obj name="sponsorAFMName"> 

<str value="099688245" name="afm"/> 

<str value="EL" name="afmType"/> 

<str value="ΔΗΜΟΣ ΚΑΡΠΑΘΟΥ" name="name"/> 

<bool value="false" name="enterName"/> 

</obj> 

<str value="00.6331" name="kae"/> 

<num value="150.0" name="amountWithVAT"/> 

<num value="3708.24" name="kaeCreditRemainder"/> 

<num value="3708.24" name="kaeBudgetRemainder"/> 

</obj> 

</list> 

<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

<list name="relatedDecisions"> 

<obj> 

<str value="ΩΟΖ37ΛΛ-ΝΘ1" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/> 

</obj> 

</list> 

 

7.2.3 B.2.1 - Expense Approval 
 

ΑΡΙ Call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.2.1 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<obj name="org"> 

<str value="090002315" name="afm"/> 

<str value="EL" name="afmType"/> 

<bool value="false" name="enterName"/> 

<str value="ΕΜΠΟΡΙΚΟ ΚΑΙ ΒΙΟΜΗΧΑΝΙΚΟ ΕΠΙΜΕΛΗΤΗΡΙΟ ΠΕΙΡΑΙΑ" name="name"/> 

</obj> 

<list name="sponsor"> 

<obj> 

<obj name="sponsorAFMName"> 

<str value="015116828" name="afm"/> 

<str value="EL" name="afmType"/> 

<str value="EL" name="afmCountry"/> 

<bool value="false" name="enterName"/> 

<str value="ΒΑΣΑΡΔΑΝΗΣ,,ΓΕΩΡΓΙΟΣ,ΚΩΝΣΤΑΝΤ" name="name"/> 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=%CE%92.
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</obj> 

<obj name="expenseAmount"> 

<num value="1476.0" name="amount"/> 

<str value="EUR" name="currency"/> 

</obj> 

<str value="98300000-6" name="cpv"/> 

<str value="9919κ" name="kae"/> 

</obj> 

</list> 

<list name="relatedAnalipsiYpoxreosis"> 

<obj> 

<str value="ΩΛΖΤ469ΗΕΤ-ΩΤΕ" name="textRelatedADA"/> 

</obj> 

</list> 

<list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

 

7.2.4 B.2.2 - Finalized Payment 
 

ΑΡΙ Call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.2.2 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<obj name="org"> 

<str value="997476340" name="afm"/> 

<str value="EL" name="afmType"/> 

<bool value="false" name="enterName"/> 

<str value="ΚΤΙΡΙΑΚΕΣ ΥΠΟΔΟΜΕΣ ΑΝΩΝΥΜΗ ΕΤΑΙΡΕΙΑ" name="name"/> 

</obj> 

<list name="sponsor"> 

<obj> 

<obj name="sponsorAFMName"> 

<str value="998726249" name="afm"/> 

<str value="EL" name="afmType"/> 

<str value="EL" name="afmCountry"/> 

<bool value="false" name="enterName"/> 

<str value="ΕΠΑΚΡΟΝ ΤΕΧΝΙΚΗ ΑΝΩΝΥΜΟΣ ΕΤΑΙΡΕΙΑ" name="name"/> 

</obj> 

<obj name="expenseAmount"> 

<num value="32950.84" name="amount"/> 

<str value="EUR" name="currency"/> 

</obj> 

<str value="45214200-2" name="cpv"/> 

<str value="9732-1" name="kae"/> 

</obj> 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=ame
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</list> 

<list name="relatedEkgrisiDapanis"/> 

<list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

 

7.2.5 D.1 - Assignment of Works/Supplies/Services/Studies 
 

ΑΡΙ Call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Δ.1 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<list name="person"> 

<obj> 

<str value="084152731" name="afm"/> 

<str value="ΑΦΟΙ Β ΜΕΙΜΑΡΙΔΗ ΟΕ" name="name"/> 

<bool value="false" name="enterName"/> 

<str value="EL" name="afmType"/> 

</obj> 

</list> 

<obj name="awardAmount"> 

<num value="511.52" name="amount"/> 

<str value="EUR" name="currency"/> 

</obj> 

<str value="Προμήθειες" name="assignmentType"/> 

<list name="cpv"> 

<str value="31600000-2"/> 

</list> 

<list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

 

7.2.6 D.2.1 - Notice 
 

ΑΡΙ Call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Δ.2.1 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<list name="cpv"> 

<str value="45259000-7"/> 

</list> 

<str value="Πρόχειρος" name="contestProgressType"/> 

<str value="Χαμηλότερη Τιμή" name="manifestSelectionCriterion"/> 

<str value="Υπηρεσίες" name="manifestContractType"/> 

<str value="Τακτικός Προϋπολογισμός" name="orgBudgetCode"/> 

<obj name="estimatedAmount"> 

<num value="1626.02" name="amount"/> 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=ame
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Δ.2.1
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<str value="EUR" name="currency"/> 

</obj> 

<str value="" name="textRelatedADA"/> 

<list name="relatedDecisions"> 

<obj> 

<str value="ΩΦΚΕ465ΦΘΘ-ΓΙΦ" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/> 

</obj> 

</list> 

<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

 

7.2.7 D.2.2 - Award 
 

ΑΡΙ Call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Δ.2.2 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<list name="person"> 

<obj> 

<str value="094489753" name="afm"/> 

<str value="ΔΥΝΑΜΙΚΗ ΕΡΓΩΝ ΑΕ" name="name"/> 

<str value="EL" name="afmType"/> 

<bool value="false" name="enterName"/> 

</obj> 

</list> 

<obj name="awardAmount"> 

<num value="211560.0" name="amount"/> 

<str value="EUR" name="currency"/> 

</obj> 

<list name="relatedDecisions"> 

<obj> 

<str value="7Κ3Ζ469ΗΡ8-127" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/> 

</obj> 

</list> 

<str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Δ.2.2
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 Appendix III: Metadata from the Diavgeia general harvester 

7.3.1 Decisions (Common metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

ada Unique id of the decision 

protocolNumber Protocol number 

subject The subject of the decision 

issueDate 
The issue date in the Unix Timestamp (Milliseconds from 

epoch) format 

decisionTypeId The id of the decision type 

organizationId The id of the organization 

unitIds The ids of the related organization units  

signerIds The id of the signers of the decision 

thematicCategoryIds The ids of the thematic categories of the decision 

privateData Whether the decision contains private data or not 

submissionTimestamp 
The date and time of the last updated date of the decision in 

the Unix Timestamp (Milliseconds from epoch) format 

status The status of the decision 

versionId The id of the current version of the decision 

documentChecksum The SHA-1 value of the document of the decision 

attachments 

The attached documents of the decision. It contains the 

following details: 

id: The unique id of the document 

description: The description of the document 

filename: The name of the document 

mimeType: The type of the document 

checksum: The SHA-1 value of the document 
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extraFieldValues The Decision specific metadata. See 2 – 7. 

correctedVersionId 
The id of the corrected version of the decision. Its existence 

means the correction of the original decision 

 

7.3.2 B.1.3 - Commitment (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

financialYear The financial year 

budgettype The category of the budget 

entryNumber The number of the entry 

recalledExpenseDecision Whether the decision recalls expenses or not 

amountWithVAT 

It includes the following: 

amount: The amount including VAT 

currency: The currency of the amount 

amountWithKae 

It includes the following: 

sponsorAFMName: It includes the following: 

afm: The Vat Id of the seller 

afmType: The type of the Vat Id of the seller 

afmCountry: The country where the seller is 

registered 

name: The name of the seller 

noVATOrg: The id of a Buyer which does not have 

a Vat id 

kae: The KAE number 

amountWithVAT: The amount 

kaeCreditRemainder: The remaining credit amount 

kaeBudgetRemainder The remaining budget 

amount 
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partialead Indication of whether it is of partial withdrawal 

relatedPartialADA The ADA of the related decision 

 

7.3.3 B.2.1 - Expense Approval 
 

Metadata Description 

org 

It includes the following: 

afm: The Vat Id of the buyer 

afmType: The type of the Vat Id of the buyer 

afmCountry: The country where the buyer is registered 

name: The name of the buyer 

noVATOrg: The id of a Buyer which does not have a Vat id 

sponsor 

It includes the following: 

sponsorAFMName: It includes the following: 

afm: The Vat Id of the seller 

afmType: The type of the Vat Id of the seller 

afmCountry: The country where the seller is registered 

name: The name of the seller 

noVATOrg: The id of a Buyer which does not have a Vat id 

expenseAmount: It includes the following: 

amount: The amount including VAT 

currency: The currency of the amount 

cpv: The CPV code 

kae: The KAE code 

relatedAnalipsiYp

oxreosis 

It includes the following: 

textRelatedADA: The ADA code of a B.1.3 – Commitment decision 
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7.3.4 B.2.2 - Finalized Payment 
 

Metadata Description 

org 

It includes the following: 

afm: The Vat Id of the buyer 

afmType: The type of the Vat Id of the buyer 

afmCountry: The country where the buyer is registered 

name: The name of the buyer 

noVATOrg: The id of a Buyer which does not have a Vat id 

sponsor 

It includes the following: 

sponsorAFMName: It includes the following: 

afm: The Vat Id of the seller 

afmType: The type of the Vat Id of the seller 

afmCountry: The country where the seller is 

registered 

name: The name of the seller 

noVATOrg: The id of a Buyer which does not have a 

Vat id 

expenseAmount: It includes the following: 

amount: The amount including VAT 

currency: The currency of the amount 

cpv: The CPV code 

kae: The KAE code 

skipVatReason The reason for skipping the entry of the seller’s details  

relatedEkgrisiDapanis 

It includes the following: 

textRelatedADA: The ADA code of a B.1.3 - Commitment or a B.2.2 - 

Finalized Payment decision 
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7.3.5 D.1 - Assignment of Works/Supplies/Services/Studies 
 

Metadata Description 

person 

It includes the following: 

afm: The Vat Id of the seller 

afmType: The type of the Vat Id of the seller 

afmCountry: The country where the seller is registered 

name: The name of the seller 

noVATOrg: The id of a Buyer which does not have a Vat 

id 

It includes the following: 

amount: The amount including VAT 

currency: The currency of the amount 

assignmentType The type of the assignment 

cpv cpv: The CPV code 

textRelatedADA The ADA code of a B.1.3 - Commitment decision 

 

7.3.6 D.2.1 – Notice 
 

Metadata Description 

cpv The CPV code 

contestProgressType The type of the contest 

manifestSelectionCriterion The selection criterion 

manifestContractType The type of the contract 

orgBudgetCode The code of the budget 

estimatedAmount 

It includes the following: 

amount: The amount including VAT 

currency: The currency of the amount 
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textRelatedADA The ADA code of a B.1.3 - Commitment decision 

 

7.3.7 D.2.2 – Award 

 

Metadata Description 

person 

It includes the following: 

afm: The Vat Id of the seller 

afmType: The type of the Vat Id of the seller 

afmCountry: The country where the seller is 

registered 

name: The name of the seller 

noVATOrg: The id of a Buyer which does not have a 

Vat id 

awardAmount 

It includes the following: 

amount: The amount including VAT 

currency: The currency of the amount 

textRelatedADA The ADA code of a B.2.1 – Expense Approval 
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 Appendix IV: API Calls and Responses for the project-based harvester 
 

7.4.1 Decisions (Common metadata)  
 

API call: (e.g. for Α.1.1): https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.1.1 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<decision> 

        <ada>ΩΗ99Ω-ΣΟΟ</ada> 

        <subject>Μέτρα για την εφαρμογή της συμφωνίας δημοσιονομικών στόχων και     διαρθρωτικών 

μεταρρυθμίσεων. (ΣΥΝΑΡΜΟΔΙΟΤΗΤΑ)</subject> 

        <protocolNumber>4337</protocolNumber> 

        <status>PUBLISHED</status> 

        <versionId>18260d3f-bdf5-41b4-96be-c1d8b7d4ce85</versionId> 

        <decisionTypeId>Α.1.1</decisionTypeId> 

        <issueDate>2015-10-17+03:00</issueDate> 

        <organizationId>5</organizationId> 

        <unitIds> 

               <unitId>100011246</unitId> 

        </unitIds> 

        <signerIds> 

               <signerId>100010915</signerId> 

        </signerIds> 

        <thematicCategoryIds> 

               <thematicCategoryId>24</thematicCategoryId> 

        </thematicCategoryIds> 

        <submissionTimestamp>2015-10-19T09:33:06.573+03:00</submissionTimestamp> 

        <publishTimestamp>2015-10-19T09:33:06.573+03:00</publishTimestamp> 

        <extraFieldValues>…</extraFieldValues> 

        <attachments/> 

        <url>https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/api/decisions/ΩΗ99Ω-ΣΟΟ</url> 

        <documentUrl>https://diavgeia.gov.gr/doc/ΩΗ99Ω-ΣΟΟ</documentUrl> 

        <privateData>false</privateData> 

</decision> 

 

 

 

7.4.2 A.1.1 - Law 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.1.1 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.1.1
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.1.1
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        <obj name="fek"> 

                <str value="129" name="aa"/> 

                <str value="fektype_A" name="issue"/> 

                <int value="2015" name="issueyear"/> 

        </obj> 

        <obj name="law"> 

                <str value="4337" name="aa"/> 

                <int value="2015" name="year"/> 

        </obj> 

        <bool value="false" name="ecpInlining"/> 

        <bool value="false" name="interCountryLaw"/> 

        <bool value="false" name="passAuthority"/> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

 

7.4.3 A.1.2 - Legislative 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.1.2 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <obj name="fek"> 

                <str value="127" name="aa"/> 

                <str value="fektype_A" name="issue"/> 

                <int value="2015" name="issueyear"/> 

        </obj> 

        <str value="ΠΝΠ" name="lawpraxiaa"/> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

 

7.4.4 A.2 - Regulatory Act 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.2 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <obj name="fek"> 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.1.2
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.2
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                <str value="2165" name="aa"/> 

                <str value="fektype_B" name="issue"/> 

                <int value="2015" name="issueyear"/> 

        </obj> 

       <str value="Κοινή Υπουργική Απόφαση" name="kanonistikipraxitype"/> 

       <str value="283/2015" name="kanonistikipraxiaa"/> 

       <list name="co_competent"> 

                <obj> 

                <str value="15" name="ministryId"/> 

                <list name="unitId"> 

                <str value="87525"/> 

        </list> 

        <list name="signerIds"> 

                <str value="100014684"/> 

        </list> 

        </obj> 

        </list> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"> 

        <obj> 

                <str value="6ΕΜΖ469061-ΜΒ9" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/> 

        </obj> 

        </list> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.5 A.3 - Newsletter 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.3 

  

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <str value="1229" name="onomaEgkykliou"/> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.6 A.4 - Opinion 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.4 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.3
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.4
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<extraFieldValues> 

        <str value="ΝΣΚ" name="gnomodotisiEidosForea"/> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.7 A.5 - Proceeding 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.5 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <str value="78" name="arPraktikou"/> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.8 A.6 Valuation Report 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.6 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.9 B.1.1 - Budget Approval 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.1.1 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <int value="2015" name="financialYear"/> 

        <str value="Τακτικός Προϋπολογισμός" name="budgettype"/> 

        <str value="Κρατικός" name="budgetkind"/> 

        <bool value="true" name="isBudgetApprovalForOrg"/> 

        <str value="53211" name="refersToOtherOrgBudget"/> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.5
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Α.6
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.1.1
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</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.10 B.1.2 - Warrant 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.1.2 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <int value="2015" name="financialYear"/> 

        <str value="Τακτικός Προϋπολογισμός" name="budgettype"/> 

        <list name="amountWithVATAndKae"> 

         <obj> 

                <str value="0878" name="kae"/> 

                <obj name="amountWithVAT"> 

                        <num value="36000.0" name="amount"/> 

                        <str value="EUR" name="currency"/> 

               </obj> 

        </obj> 

</list> 

        <str value="ΓΕΝΙΚΟΣ ΓΡΑΜΜΑΤΕΑΣ Α.Δ.Μ.-Θ." name="primaryOfficer"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΟΪΣΤΑΜΕΝΟΣ ΤΜΗΜΑΤΟς ΔΙΟΙΚΗΤΙΚΟΥ ΟΙΚΟΝΟΜΙΚΟΥ ΝΟΜΟΥ ΚΙΛΚΙΣ" 

name="secondaryOfficer"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.11 B.3 - Balance 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.3 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <str value="Ισολογισμός" name="accountType"/> 

        <int value="2014" name="financialYear"/> 

        <str value="Έτος" name="timePeriod"/> 

        <bool value="true" name="isAccountApprovalForOtherOrg"/> 

        <str value="50279" name="refersToOtherOrgAccount"/> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.1.2
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.3
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7.4.12 B.4 - Subsidy 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.4 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <obj name="amountWithVAT"> 

                <num value="913331.0" name="amount"/> 

                <str value="EUR" name="currency"/> 

        </obj> 

        <str value="8397" name="kae"/> 

        <obj name="donationGiver"> 

                <str value="090283815" name="afm"/> 

                <str value="Υπουργείο Πολιτισμού & Αθλητισμού" name="name"/> 

                <bool value="false" name="enterName"/> 

                <str value="EL" name="afmType"/> 

        </obj> 

        <list name="donationReceiver"> 

                <obj> 

                        <str value="998542043" name="afm"/> 

                        <str value="ΑΡΩΓΗ-ΑΜΚΕ" name="name"/> 

                        <bool value="false" name="enterName"/> 

                        <str value="EL" name="afmType"/> 

                </obj> 

        </list> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

 

7.4.13 B.5 - Property Use 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.5 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <obj name="grantor"> 

                <str value="997769589" name="afm"/> 

                <str value="EL" name="afmType"/> 

                <bool value="false" name="enterName"/> 

                <str value="ΠΕΡΙΦΕΡΕΙΑ ΔΥΤΙΚΗΣ ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΙΑΣ" name="name"/> 

        </obj> 

        <list name="grantee"> 

                <obj> 

                        <str value="072219300" name="afm"/> 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.4
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Β.5
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                        <str value="ΗΛΙΟΠΟΥΛΟΣ,,ΑΘΑΝΑΣΙΟΣ,ΠΑΣΧΑΛΗΣ" name="name"/> 

                        <bool value="false" name="enterName"/> 

                        <str value="EL" name="afmType"/> 

                </obj> 

        </list> 

        <str value="ΑΓΡΟΤΕΜΑΧΙΟ" name="antikeimeno"/> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

 

7.4.14 100 - Position Seceretary 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=100 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=100 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <str value="Διορισμός" name="eidosPraxis"/> 

        <obj name="positionSalary"> 

                <num value="924.0" name="amount"/> 

                <str value="EUR" name="currency"/> 

        </obj> 

        <str value="Γενικός Γραμματέας Υπουργείου" name="position"/> 

        <str value="100012977" name="employerOrg"/> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.15 C.2 - Work Team 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.2 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <str value="Καθορισμός Αμοιβής – Αποζημίωσης" name="eidosPraxisSyllogikou"/> 

        <str value="Όργανο άλλης αρμοδιοότητας" name="typeOfSullogiko"/> 

        <obj name="positionSalary"> 

                <num value="40.0" name="amount"/> 

                <str value="EUR" name="currency"/> 

        </obj> 

        <obj name="fek"> 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=100
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=100
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=100
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.2
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                <str value="631" name="aa"/> 

                <str value="fektype_YODD" name="issue"/> 

                <int value="2015" name="issueyear"/> 

        </obj > 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"> 

                <obj> 

                        <str value="Ω87Ρ469ΗΞΣ-Ζ3Ε" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/> 

                </obj> 

        </list> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.16 C.3.1 - Proclamation 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.1 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <str value="Προκήρυξη Πλήρωσης Θέσεων με διαγωνισμό ή επιλογή στις οποίες περιλαμβάνονται  και οι 

προκηρύξεις για επιλογή και πλήρωση θέσεων διευθυντικών στελεχών των ΝΠΔΔ, φορέων του ευρύτερου 

δημόσιου τομέα, και των επιχειρήσεων και φορέων των ΟΤΑ Α’ & Β’ βαθμού" name="vacancyOpeningType"/> 

        <str value="ΨΟΚ5ΟΞ3Μ-Η76" name="textRelatedADA"/> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"> 

                <obj> 

                        <str value="ΒΧΤΩΟΞ3Μ-ΓΨΙ" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/> 

                </obj> 

        </list> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.17 C.3.2 - Appointed 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.2 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <str value="7ΞΨΜ469Β7Α-ΧΥΣ" name="textRelatedADA 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.1
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.2
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7.4.18 C.3.3 - Assignation 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.3 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <int value="1" name="numberOfPeople"/> 

        <str value="50200" name="employerOrg"/> 

        <obj name="fek"> 

                <str value="1049" name="aa"/> 

                <str value="fektype_C" name="issue"/> 

                <int value="2015" name="issueyear"/> 

        </obj> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

 

7.4.19 C.3.4 Contract 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.4 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <str value="Σύμβαση Ιδιωτικού Δικαίου Ορισμένου Χρόνου" name="contractType"/> 

        <int value="1" name="numberOfPeople"/> 

        <bool value="true" name="financedProject"/> 

        <list name="person"> 

                <obj> 

                        <str value="094355230" name="afm"/> 

                        <str value="ΑΦΟΙ Η.ΦΟΥΦΑ Α.Ε" name="name"/> 

                        <bool value="false" name="enterName"/> 

                        <str value="EL" name="afmType"/> 

                </obj> 

        </list> 

        <obj name="contractAmount"> 

                <num value="750.0" name="amount"/> 

                <str value="EUR" name="currency"/> 

        </obj> 

        <str value="31-12-2015" name="duration"/> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"> 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.3
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                <obj> 

                        <str value="ΩΚΧ8465ΦΘ3-Ψ0Σ" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/> 

                </obj> 

        </list> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.20 C.3.5 - Official Change 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.5 

  

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <str value="Αποδοχή Παραίτησης" name="eidosYpMetavolis"/> 

        <obj name="fek"> 

                <str value="1049" name="aa"/> 

                <str value="fektype_C" name="issue"/> 

                <int value="2015" name="issueyear"/> 

        </obj> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.21 C.3.6 - Disciplinary Decision 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.6 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"> 

                <obj> 

                        <str value="Ω1Ψ4ΩΞΚ-ΟΤ3" name="relatedDecisionsADA"/> 

                </obj> 

        </list> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

 

7.4.22 E.1 - Investments 
 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.5
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Γ.3.6
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API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Ε.1 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.23 E.2 - Development 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Ε.2 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.24 E.3 - Investment Operation 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Ε.3 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.25 E.4 - Development 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Ε.4 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Ε.1
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Ε.2
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Ε.3
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=Ε.4
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7.4.26 2.4.6.1 - Spatial 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=2.4.6.1 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=2.4.6.1 

Sample XML response: 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <str value="Χορήγηση – αναστολή – τροποποίηση οικοδομικών αδειών"       name="xorotaxikipraxitype"/> 

        <str value="6001" name="municipality"/> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.27 2.4.7.1 - Administrative 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=2.4.7.1 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=2.4.7.1 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<extraFieldValues> 

        <str value="Πράξη Γενικού Γραμματέα Αποκεντρωμένης Διοίκησης" name="kanonistikipraxitype"/> 

        <str value="στο ΦΕΚ" name="kanonistikiPraxiPublishMedium"/> 

        <obj name="fek"> 

                <str value="714" name="aa"/> 

                <str value="fektype_C" name="issue"/> 

                <int value="2015" name="issueyear"/> 

        </obj> 

        <list name="relatedDecisions"/> 

        <str value="ΠΡΑΞΗ" name="documentType"/> 

</extraFieldValues> 

 

 

7.4.28 Law Details 
 

No API call: 

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<obj name="law"> 

        <str value="4337" name="aa"/> 

        <int value="2015" name="year"/> 

</obj> 

 

 

 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=2.4.6.1
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=2.4.6.1
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=2.4.6.1
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=2.4.7.1
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=2.4.7.1
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/search?type=2.4.7.1
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7.4.29 Regulatory Act Type 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/KANONISTIKI_PRAXI_TYPE 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/KANONISTIKI_PRAXI_TYPE 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<dictionaryItems name="KANONISTIKI_PRAXI_TYPE"> 

        <item uid="Υπουργική Απόφαση" label="Υπουργική Απόφαση"/> 

</dictionaryItems> 

 

 

 

7.4.30 Spatial Type 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/XOROTAXIKI_PRAXI_TYPE 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/XOROTAXIKI_PRAXI_TYPE 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<dictionaryItems name=" XOROTAXIKI_PRAXI_TYPE"> 

        <item uid="Χωροθέτηση" label="Χωροθέτηση"/> 

</dictionaryItems> 

 

7.4.31 Kanonistiki Praxi 
 

API call: https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/ADMIN_STRUCTURE_KALLIKRATIS 

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/ADMIN_STRUCTURE_KALLIKRATIS 

The URI of the “elodGeo:Municipality” must be found by utilizing the provided “uid” of the decision.  

 

Sample of API response (in XML): 

<dictionaryItems name="ADMIN_STRUCTURE_KALLIKRATIS "> 

        <item uid="0601" label="ΔΗΜΟΣ ΞΑΝΘΗΣ" parent="111"/> 

</dictionaryItems> 

 

 

Opinion Org Type, Budget Category, Budget Kind, Acount Type, Time Period, Position Type, Position, 

Collective Body Kind, Collective Body Type, Vacancy Type, Official Administrtive Change 

 

No API call is available 

 

 

 

  

https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/KANONISTIKI_PRAXI_TYPE
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/KANONISTIKI_PRAXI_TYPE
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/KANONISTIKI_PRAXI_TYPE
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/XOROTAXIKI_PRAXI_TYPE
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/XOROTAXIKI_PRAXI_TYPE
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/XOROTAXIKI_PRAXI_TYPE
https://diavgeia.gov.gr/luminapi/opendata/dictionaries/ADMIN_STRUCTURE_KALLIKRATIS
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 Appendix V: Metadata from the project-based harvester 

7.5.1 Decisions (Common metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

ada Unique id of the decision 

protocolNumber Protocol number 

subject The subject of the decision 

issueDate 
The issue date in the Unix Timestamp (Milliseconds from 

epoch) format 

decisionTypeId The id of the decision type 

organizationId The id of the organization 

unitIds The ids of the related organization units  

signerIds The id of the signers of the decision 

thematicCategoryIds The ids of the thematic categories of the decision 

privateData Whether the decision contains private data or not 

submissionTimestamp 
The date and time of the last updated date of the decision in 

the Unix Timestamp (Milliseconds from epoch) format 

status The status of the decision 

versionId The id of the current version of the decision 

attachments 

The attached documents of the decision. It contains the 

following details: 

id: The unique id of the document 

description: The description of the document 

filename: The name of the document 

mimeType: The type of the document 

checksum: The SHA-1 value of the document 

extraFieldValues The Decision specific metadata. See tables below. 
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7.5.2 A.1.1 - Law (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

fek 

it includes the following: 

aa: The auto increment of the fek number 

name: The name of the number 

issueyear: the year that it was issued  

law 

it includes the following: 

aa : The auto increment of the law 

year: The year when the law was specified 

ecpInlining Whether the law is European or not 

interCountryLaw Whether the law is internal or not 

passAuthority Pass authority or not 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

 

 

7.5.3 A.1.2 - Legislative (Decision specific metadata) 
 

 

Metadata Description 

fek 

it includes the following: 

aa: The auto increment of the fek number 

name: The name of the number 

issueyear: the year that it was issued  

lawpraxiaa The number of the decision 
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relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.4 A.2 - Regulatory (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

fek 

aa: The auto increment of the fek number 

name: The name of the number 

issueyear: the year that it was issued  

aa: The auto increment of the fek number 

kanonistikipraxitype The specific type of the decision 

kanonistikipraxiaa The number of the decision 

co_competent 

it includes the following: 

ministryId: The unique id of competent ministry 

unitId: The organizational unit 

signerIds: The id of the signer of the decision  

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

7.5.5 A.3 - Newsletter (Decision specific metadata) 
 

 

Metadata Description 

onomaEgkykliou The number of instruction 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 
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7.5.6 A.4 - Opinion (Decision specific metadata) 
 

 

Metadata Description 

gnomodotisiEidosForea The type of opinion 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.7 A.5 - Proceeding (Decision specific metadata) 
 

 

Metadata Description 

arPraktikou The number of proceeding 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.8 A.6 - Valuation Report (Decision specific metadata) 
 

 

Metadata Description 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.9 B.1.1 - Budget Approval (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

financialYear The financial year 

kanonistikipraxiaa The number of the decision 
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budgettype The type of budget 

budgetkind The kind of budget 

isBudgetApprovalForOrg Whether the budget is approved or not 

refersToOtherOrgBudget The unique id of organization where the budget refers to 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.10 B.1.2 - Warrant (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

financialYear The financial year 

budgettype The type of budget 

amountWithVATAndKae 

it includes the following: 

kae: The KAE number 

amount: The amount including VAT 

currency: The currency of the amount 

primaryOfficer The name of the primary officer 

secondaryOfficer The name of the secondary officer 

 

 

7.5.11 B.3 - Balance (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

financialYear The financial year 

accountType The type of the account 

timePeriod The period of time tha is valid 
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isAccountApprovalForOthe

rOrg 

Whether the account is approved for other Organization or 

not 

refersToOtherOrgAccount 
The unique id of an other Organization account that reffering 

to 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.12 B.4 - Subsidy (Decision specific metadata) 

 

Metadata Description 

kae The KAE number 

amountWithVAT 

it includes the following: 

amount: The amount including VAT 

currency: The currency of the amount 

donationGiver 

it includes the following: 

afm : The Vat Id of the Orgnization which is the Giver of the 

donation 

name: The name of the Orgnization which is the Giver of the 

donation 

afmType: The type of VAT Id 

donationReceiver 

it includes the following: 

afm: The Vat Id of the Orgnization which is the Receiver of the 

donation 

name: The name of the Orgnization which is the Receiver of 

the donation 

afmType: The type of VAT Id 
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7.5.13 B.5 - Property Use (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

kae The KAE number 

antikeimeno The asset 

grantor 

 

it includes the following: 

afm : The Vat Id of the Orgnization which is the grantor 

name: The name of the Orgnization which is the grantor 

afmType: The type of VAT Id 

grantee 

it includes the following: 

afm : The Vat Id of the Orgnization which is the grantee 

name: The name of the Orgnization which is the grantee 

afmType: The type of VAT Id 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.14 100 - Position Seceretary (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

eidosPraxis The position type of the decision 

position The specific position 

positionSalary 

it includes the following: 

amount: The amount including VAT 

currency: The currency of the amount 

employerOrg The unique id of the organization which is the employer 

relatedDecisions it includes the following: 
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relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.15 C.2 - Work Team (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

eidosPraxisSyllogikou The kind of the collective body 

typeOfSullogiko The type of the collective body 

positionSalary 

it includes the following: 

amount: The amount including VAT 

currency: The currency of the amount 

fek 

it includes the following: 

aa: The auto increment of the fek number 

name: The name of the number 

issueyear: the year that it was issued  

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.16 C.3.1 - Proclamation (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

vacancyOpeningType The vacancy type 

textRelatedADA The ADA code of a B.1.3 - Commitment decision 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 
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7.5.17 C.3.2 - Appointed (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

textRelatedADA The ADA code of a B.1.3 - Commitment decision 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecirelatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related 

decisionsionsADA 

 

 

7.5.18 C.3.3 - Assignation (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

numberOfPeople The number of people 

employerOrg The unique id of the organization which is the employer 

fek 

it includes the following: 

aa: The auto increment of the fek number 

name: The name of the number 

issueyear: The year that it was issued  

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.19 C.3.4 - Contract (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

numberOfPeople The number of people 

contractType The type of contract 

financedProject Whether is financed project or not 

person it includes the following: 
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afm: The Vat Id of the seller 

name: The name of the seller 

enterName 

afmType: The type of VAT Id 

contractAmount 

it includes the following: 

amount: The amount including VAT 

currency: The currency of the amount 

duration The duration of the contract 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

 

7.5.20 C.3.5 - Official Change (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

eidosYpMetavolis The type of official administrative change 

fek 

it includes the following: 

aa: The auto increment of the fek number 

name: The name of the number 

issueyear: the year that it was issued  

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.21 C.3.6 - Disciplinary Decision (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 
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relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.22 E.1 - Investments (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

 

 

 

7.5.23 E.2 - Development (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.24 E.3 - Investment Operation (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.25 E.4 - Development (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

relatedDecisions it includes the following: 
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relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.26 2.4.6.1 - Spatial (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

xorotaxikipraxitype The specific type of the decision 

municipality issueyear 

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

 

7.5.27 2.4.7.1 - Administrative (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

kanonistikipraxitype The specific type of the decision 

kanonistikiPraxiPublishMed

ium 
where this act is published 

fek 

it includes the following: 

aa: The auto increment of the fek number 

name: The name of the number 

issueyear: the year that it was issued  

relatedDecisions 

it includes the following: 

relatedDecisionsADA: The unique id of the related decision 

 

 

7.5.28 Law Details (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 
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law 

it includes the following: 

aa : The auto increment of the law 

year: The year when the law was specified 

 

 

7.5.29 Regulatory Act Type (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

uid The name of Regulatory Act type 

 

 

7.5.30 Spatial Type (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

uid The name of Spatial type 

 

 

7.5.31 Kanonistiki Praxi (Decision specific metadata) 
 

Metadata Description 

uid The name of Kanonistiki Praxi type 

 

 Appendix VI: NL to ZW ODA metadata 
 

Metadata Description 

iati-identifier A globally unique IATI identifier for the 
activity 

title Activity title 

description Activity description 

recipient-country-code Recipient country two character code 

sector-code Activity sector code 

Start planned Forecast start date 

End planned Forecast end date 

Start actual Actual start date 

End actual Actual end date 
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Last_updated Last modified (timestamp) 

participating-org (Implementing) An organisation involved with the activity 
(role: Implementing) 

participating-org-ref (Implementing) Machine-readable identification string for 
the organisation 

participating-org-type-code (Implementing) The type of organisation 

participating-org (Extending) An organisation involved with the activity 
(role: Extending) 

participating-org-ref (Extending) Machine-readable identification string for 
the organisation. 

participating-org-type-code (Extending) The type of organisation 

total-Commitment A firm, written obligation from a donor or 
provider to provide a specified amount of 
funds, under particular terms and 
conditions, for specific purposes, for the 
benefit of the recipient 

total-Disbursement Outgoing funds that are placed at the 
disposal of a recipient government or 
organisation, or funds transferred between 
two separately reported activities. Under 
IATI traceability standards the recipient of a 
disbursement should also be required to 
report their activities to IATI 

default-currency Deafult currency for all observations in the 
dataset 

default-aid-type-code The type of aid being supplied (project-type 
intervention, budget support, debt relief, 
etc.).  

collaboration-type-code The type of collaboration involved in the 
activity’s disbursements, e.g. “bilateral” or 
“multilateral”. 

default-finance-type-code DAC/CRS transaction classification used to 
distinguish financial instruments, e.g. grants 
or loans. 

activity-status-code Lifecycle status of the activity from pipeline 
to completion 

 

 Appendix VII: NL & ZW bilateral trade metadata 
 

Datatype Description 

HS  Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding  System code 

Name Type of goods being exported/imported (as per HS code) 

Value (USD) Annual trade value in USD 

Percent Percent of total annual export/import 

Year Financial year 
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 APPENDIX VIII: Pilot 3 Tenders Input Data Structure 
 

Column Name Info. level Type Description Sample Data 

contract_activity_
contractor 

CONTRACT code code of main activity   

contract_activity_
type 

CONTRACT     

contract_activity_
type_other 

CONTRACT long 
string 

main activity (when no 
contract_activity_contra
ctor code is applicable) 

  

contract_addition
al_information 

CONTRACT HTML Additional information 
to the contract 

<P>(ET 
Ref:531878).</P> 

contract_appeal_
body_address 

CONTRACT address court address   

contract_appeal_
body_country 

CONTRACT country 
ISO-2 

court country   

contract_appeal_
body_email 

CONTRACT email court e-mail   

contract_appeal_
body_fax 

CONTRACT telephon
e 

court fax   

contract_appeal_
body_official_nam
e 

CONTRACT string court name where one 
can appeal 

  

contract_appeal_
body_phone 

CONTRACT telephon
e 

court telephone number   

contract_appeal_
body_postal_code 

CONTRACT address court postal code   

contract_appeal_
body_slug 

CONTRACT URL court slug   

contract_appeal_
body_town 

CONTRACT address court town   

contract_appeal_
body_url 

CONTRACT URL court website   

contract_appeal_
procedure 

CONTRACT  procedure the court will 
hold to in case of an 
appeal 
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Column Name Info. level Type Description Sample Data 

contract_authorit
y_address 

CONTRACT address contracting authority 
address 

PO Box 174, Fingal 
County Hall, Main Street 

contract_authorit
y_attention 

CONTRACT name name of the contracting 
authority official 

Pat Ocallaghan 

contract_authorit
y_country 

CONTRACT country 
ISO-2 
code 

contracting authority 
country 

IE 

contract_authorit
y_email 

CONTRACT email contracting authority 
official email 

  

contract_authorit
y_fax 

CONTRACT telephon
e 

contracting authority fax +353 18905789 

contract_authorit
y_official_name 

CONTRACT string name of the contracting 
authority (governmental 
institution) 

Fingal County Council 

contract_authorit
y_phone 

CONTRACT tel contracting authority 
telephone number 

+353 18905000 

contract_authorit
y_postal_code 

CONTRACT address contracting authority 
postal code 

  

contract_authorit
y_slug 

CONTRACT slug contracting authority 
slug 

fingal-county-council 

contract_authorit
y_town 

CONTRACT address contracting authority 
town 

Swords 

contract_authorit
y_url 

CONTRACT URL contracting authority 
website 

http://www.fingalcoco.i
e 

contract_authorit
y_url_buyer 

CONTRACT URL contracting authority 
buyers profile 

http://www.mytenders.
ie/search/Search_AuthP
rofile.aspx?ID=AA01537 

contract_authorit
y_url_info 

CONTRACT URL electronic access to 
information 

  

contract_authorit
y_url_participate 

CONTRACT URL electronic submission of 
tenders and requests to 
participate 

  

contract_concessi
onaire_contact 

CONTRACT name name of the buyer 
(authority department or 
external) 
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Column Name Info. level Type Description Sample Data 

contract_concessi
onaire_email 

CONTRACT email buyer email   

contract_concessi
onaire_nationalid 

CONTRACT string national identity id of the 
buyer 

  

contract_contract
_award_day 

LOT date contracted award day 31 

contract_contract
_award_month 

LOT date contracted award month 7 

contract_contract
_award_title 

LOT string contracted award name N3 Mulhuddart 
interchange upgrade. 

contract_contract
_award_year 

LOT date contracted award year 2012 

contract_contract
_description 

LOT HTML description of the 
contract 

<P>Construction of a 
new road bridge 
adjacent to the existing 
over the N3, widening of 
existing ramps and 
replace roundabouts 
with new traffic light 
junction.</P> 

contract_contract
_number 

LOT text lot number   

contract_contract
_title 

LOT string lot title N3 Mulhuddart 
Interchange Upgrade. 

contract_contract
_type_supply 

LOT code code of type of supply 
contract 

  

contract_contract
_value_cost 

AWARD decimal the value of one contract 
in domestic currency 

  

contract_contract
_value_cost_eur 

AWARD decimal the value of of one 
contract in eur 

  

contract_contract
_value_currency 

AWARD string domestic currency   

contract_contract
_value_high 

LOT decimal the highest bidded value 
for the contract in 
domestic currency 

  

contract_contract
_value_high_eur 

LOT decimal the highest bidded value 
for the contract in eur 
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Column Name Info. level Type Description Sample Data 

contract_contract
_value_low 

LOT decimal the lowest bidded value 
for the contract in 
domestic currency 

  

contract_contract
_value_low_eur 

LOT decimal the lowest bidded value 
for the contract in eur 

  

contract_contract
_value_vat_includ
ed 

LOT T/F VAT included in the price   

contract_contract
_value_vat_rate 

LOT percenta
ge 

VAT rate   

contract_cpv_cod
e 

CONTRACT decimal contract main CPV code 45233120 

contract_doc_no CONTRACT ordinal TED document number 2012/S 223-366795 

contract_electroni
c_auction 

CONTRACT Y/N usage of electronic 
auction 

  

contract_file_refe
rence 

CONTRACT ordinal domestic file reference   

contract_gpa_cov
ered 

CONTRACT Y/N https://www.wto.org/en
glish/tratop_e/gproc_e/
gp_gpa_e.htm 

YES 

contract_id DATA decimal TED id 294257 

contract_index AWARD decimal award index 0 

contract_initial_va
lue_cost 

AWARD decimal initial estimated value of 
the contract in domestic 
currency 

5200000 

contract_initial_va
lue_cost_eur 

AWARD decimal initial estimated value of 
the contract in eur 

5200000 

contract_initial_va
lue_currency 

AWARD currency domestic currency EUR 

contract_initial_va
lue_vat_included 

AWARD T/F VAT included in the price FALSE 

contract_initial_va
lue_vat_rate 

AWARD percenta
ge 

VAT rate   

contract_location LOT address location of the contract 
execution 

Dublin. 
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Column Name Info. level Type Description Sample Data 

contract_location
_nuts 

LOT code location of the contract 
execution NUTS code 

IE 

contract_lot_num
ber 

LOT decimal lot number   

contract_notice_d
ispatch_day 

CONTRACT date day of publishing the 
contract information 

16 

contract_notice_d
ispatch_month 

CONTRACT date month of publishing the 
contract information 

11 

contract_notice_d
ispatch_year 

CONTRACT date year of publishing the 
contract information 

2012 

contract_offers_r
eceived_meaning 

LOT decimal number of offers 
received by electronic 
means 

  

contract_offers_r
eceived_num 

LOT decimal number of offers 
received 

5 

contract_on_beha
lf_address 

CONTRACT address address on behalf of this 
contract being awarded 

  

contract_on_beha
lf_country 

CONTRACT address country on behalf of this 
contract is being 
awarded 

  

contract_on_beha
lf_official_name 

CONTRACT string official name on behalf of 
this contract is being 
awarded 

  

contract_on_beha
lf_postal_code 

CONTRACT address postal code on behalf of 
this contract is being 
awarded 

  

contract_on_beha
lf_slug 

CONTRACT slug slug on behalf of this 
contract is being 
awarded 

  

contract_on_beha
lf_town 

CONTRACT address town on behalf of this 
contract is being 
awarded 

  

contract_operator
_address 

AWARD address winning company 
address 

Kill, C. Kildare 

contract_operator
_country 

AWARD address winning company 
country 

IE 
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Column Name Info. level Type Description Sample Data 

contract_operator
_email 

AWARD email winning company email   

contract_operator
_fax 

AWARD telephon
e 

winning company fax   

contract_operator
_official_name 

AWARD string winning company name BAM Civil Ltd 

contract_operator
_phone 

AWARD telephon
e 

winning company 
telephone number 

  

contract_operator
_postal_code 

AWARD address winning company postal 
code 

  

contract_operator
_slug 

AWARD URL winning company slug bam-civil-ltd 

contract_operator
_town 

AWARD address winning company town   

contract_operator
_url 

AWARD URL winning company 
webiste 

  

contract_relates_t
o_eu_project 

CONTRACT long 
string 

if contract relates to an 
EU project, summary of 
the project 

  

contract_total_val
ue_cost 

CONTRACT decimal the total value of 
contract/lots in domestic 
currency 

  

contract_total_val
ue_cost_eur 

CONTRACT decimal the total value of 
contract/lots in eur 

  

contract_total_val
ue_currency 

CONTRACT currency domestic currency   

contract_total_val
ue_high 

CONTRACT decimal the highest bidded value 
for the contract/s in 
domestic currency 

  

contract_total_val
ue_high_eur 

CONTRACT decimal the highest bidded value 
for the contract/s in eur 

  

contract_total_val
ue_low 

CONTRACT decimal the lowest bidded value 
for the contract/s in 
domestic currency 

  

contract_total_val
ue_low_eur 

CONTRACT decimal the lowest bidded value 
for the contract/s in eur 
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Column Name Info. level Type Description Sample Data 

contract_total_val
ue_vat_included 

CONTRACT T/F VAT included in the price   

contract_total_val
ue_vat_rate 

CONTRACT percenta
ge 

VAT rate   

contract_type_co
ntract 

CONTRACT code type contract WORKS 

document_author
ity_name 

- string authority that has 
created this document 

Fingal County Council 

document_author
ity_type 

- code 
string 

type of authority that has 
created this document 

Regional or local 
authority 

document_author
ity_type_code 

- code type of authority that has 
created this document 
code 

3 

document_award
_criteria 

CONTRACT code 
string 

tender award criteria The most economic 
tender 

document_award
_criteria_code 

CONTRACT code tender award criteria 
code 

2 

document_bid_ty
pe 

- code 
string 

type of bid Not applicable 

document_bid_ty
pe_code 

- code type of bid code 9 

document_contra
ct_nature 

- code 
string 

type of contract Works 

document_contra
ct_nature_code 

- code type of contract code 1 

document_countr
y_common 

- string name of country that 
issued the document 

Ireland 

document_cpvs CONTRACT decimals 
(multiple) 

CPV code/s applicable to 
contract 

45221111;45233120 

document_directi
ve 

CONTRACT code directive under which 
the tender procedure 
falls 

2004/18/EC 

document_dispatc
h_date 

- date date of publishing the 
contract information 

20121116 

document_doc_n
o 

- ordinal TED document number 2012/S 223-366795 
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Column Name Info. level Type Description Sample Data 

document_doc_ur
l 

- URL URL to the contract 
award notice 

http://ted.europa.eu/u
dl?uri=TED:NOTICE:366
795-
2012:TEXT:EN:HTML 

document_docum
ent_type 

- code 
string 

type of document Contract award 

document_docum
ent_type_code 

- code type of document code 7 

document_etende
ring_url 

CONTRACT URL url for etendering   

document_headin
g 

-   1103 

document_id - ordinal  247095 

document_info_u
rl 

CONTRACT URL contracting authority 
website 

http://www.fingalcoco.i
e 

document_iso_co
untry 

- country 
ISO-2 

country where the 
document was created 
code 

IE 

document_main_
activities 

CONTRACT category main activities of the 
authority that has 
created the document 

General public services 

document_main_
activities_code 

CONTRACT code main activities of the 
authority that has 
created the document 
code 

S 

document_oj_coll
ection 

-   S 

document_oj_dat
e 

- date  20121120 

document_oj_nu
mber 

-   223 

document_orig_la
nguage 

- country 
ISO-2 

original language of the 
document 

EN 

document_orig_n
uts 

- code 
string 

municipality where the 
document was created 

IRELAND 
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Column Name Info. level Type Description Sample Data 

document_orig_n
uts_code 

- code municipality where the 
document was created 
NUTS code 

IE 

document_proced
ure 

CONTRACT code 
string 

tendering procedure Restricted procedure 

document_proced
ure_code 

CONTRACT code tendering procedure 
code 

2 

document_recepti
on_id 

- ordinal TED reception code 12-449746-001 

document_regulat
ion 

CONTRACT code 
string 

regulation of the tender 
procedure 

European Union, with 
participation by GPA 
countries 

document_regulat
ion_code 

CONTRACT code regulation of the tender 
procedure code 

5 

document_reques
t_document_date 

- date date the document was 
requested 

  

document_submis
sion_date 

- date date the document was 
submitted 

  

document_techni
cal_comments 

-   From Convertor 

document_techni
cal_deletion_date 

- date deletion of the 
documents from active 
procurements 

20130224 

document_techni
cal_form_lang 

- country 
ISO-2 

language of technical 
specifications for the 
tender 

EN 

document_techni
cal_reception_id 

- ordinal TED reception code 12-449746-001 

document_title_c
ountry 

- string country of documents 
origin 

IRL 

document_title_t
ext 

- category type of procured services road construction works 

document_title_t
own 

- address town of the document 
publication 

Swords 

document_year - date year of the document 
publication 

2012 
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Column Name Info. level Type Description Sample Data 

    URL to EN web generated 
from contract_doc_no > 

http://ted.europa.eu/u
dl?uri=TED:NOTICE:366
795-
2012:TEXT:EN:HTML&ta
bId=0 

 

http://ted.europa.eu/udl?uri=TED:NOTICE:366795-2012:TEXT:EN:HTML&tabId=0
http://ted.europa.eu/udl?uri=TED:NOTICE:366795-2012:TEXT:EN:HTML&tabId=0
http://ted.europa.eu/udl?uri=TED:NOTICE:366795-2012:TEXT:EN:HTML&tabId=0
http://ted.europa.eu/udl?uri=TED:NOTICE:366795-2012:TEXT:EN:HTML&tabId=0
http://ted.europa.eu/udl?uri=TED:NOTICE:366795-2012:TEXT:EN:HTML&tabId=0

